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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE STATE OF UTAH
THE OIL SHALE CORPORATION,
a Nevada Corporation,
Plaintiff-Appellant,

-vs.FRED V. LARSON, also known as
FREDERICK V. LARSON,
ETHEL B. LARSON, Husband and
·wife; FREDERICK H. LARSON
and DOROrrHY H. LARSON,
Husband and vVife.

\

Case
No. 10887

Defendants-Res pond euf s.

AP'PELLANT'S BRIEF
NATURE OF THE CASE
Plaintiff seeks, in effect, specific performance of a
written agreement to grant to plaintiff a six-month option for the lease and purchase of mining claims.
DISPOSITION IN THE LOWER COURT
Plaintiff initiated this action on October 14, 1964, by
filing the complaint herein pursuant to the Utah Declaratory Judgment Statute (Section 78-31-1, Utah Code
Annotated, 1953 as amended). Defendants were personally served and answered.
1

The matter came on for trial on .June 22 an<l 2:3,
1966, before the Honorable .Joseph E. Nelson, District
.Judge, sitting without jury, at Provo, Utah. At the conC'lusion of plaintiff's case, defendants moved to dismiss,
and the court reserved judgment on said motion. Defendants then presented their case. The court instructed the parties to file briefs supporting their respecfo·e
positions in lieu of oral closing arguments, and to file
proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law.
The parties complied with said instructions and on
November 1, 1966 the court entered Findings of Faet,
Conclusions of Law and .Judgment in favor of defendants.
The Conclusions of Law signed by the court at that date
found that there was no enforceable agreement.
On November 9, 1966 plaintiff moved for a new trial,
and on November 18, 1966 that matter came on for hearing before the Honorable Joseph E. Nelson, sitting at
Provo, Utah. A transcript of said hearing was made.
At the hearing, the court ascertained that the Findings
and Conclusions dated November 1, 1966 were contrary
to the testimony at trial, and the court directed defendants to submit Revised Findings and Conclusions which
reflected that position. The hearing was continued to
.January 6, 1967.
Defendants filed proposed Revised Findings and
Conclusions with the court, and on .January 6, 1967 the
hearing was resumed and a transcript was made of the
proceedings. The parties argued the merits of the proposed Revised Findings and Conclusions, and plaintiff
again moved for a new trial in the event the Revised
Findings and Conclusions were adopted by the eourt.
2

On February 21, 1967 the court, after review of
the original Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
entered on November 1, 1966, denied plaintiff's motion
for new trial. On March 10, 1967 the court, without
notice to plaintiff or hearing, entered an Amended Judgment and Decree, adopting the Revised Findings and
Conclusions previously submitted by defendants. The
Fin<lings and Conclusions of said Amended .Judgment
found that there was an enforceable contract which had
heen fully performed. The trial court also concluded that
the request for relief was, in fact, a request for specific
performance of said written agreement.
On March 18, 1967 plaintiff received notice from
defendants' counsel that the court had entered said
Findings, Conclusions and Amended Judgment.
Because plaintiff had filed its first Notice of Appeal
hefore it received notice of the Amended Judgment, it
became necessary to file a Notice of Appeal from said
Amended Judgment.

RELIEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL
The lower court found an enforceable written contract, supplemented by certain oral understandings.
Plaintiff seeks reversal of that part of the Amended
.J ndgment finding valid oral agreements contradicting
the express terms of the written contract of July 25,
1963 and finding that an option period expired on .January 15, 1964.
3

Plaintiff seeks further declarations that defendants
have failed to perform their obligation under said written
contract, and that defendants are obligated to perform
specifically said written contract and grant plaintiff a
six-month option to lease and purchase the Larson lands
under the terms thereof.
In the alternative, plaintiff seeks a new trial or an
order granting restitution to plaintiff of $20,000 it paid
to defendants on .January :n, 1964.

S'l'ATEMENT OF FACTS
A.

NEGOTIATIONS LEADING TO THE AGREEMENT OF .JULY 25, 1963.
1. The Meetings of July 10 and 11, 1963.

In May and early .June of 1963, defendant Frederick
H. Larson, President of Larson Oil Company, a Nevada
corporation, met with Hein I. Koolsbergen and A. F.
Lenhart, President and Vice President, respectively, of
plaintiff The Oil Shale Corporation, a Nevada corporation, hereinafter referred to as "TOSCO", in Beverly
Hills, California, to consider the possibility of TOSCO's
purchasing certain oil shale properties in Uintah County,
Utah. The property consisted of approximately 30,000
acres of unpatented lands owned by Larson Oil Company and 1,000 acres of patented lands owned by Fred
V. Larson and Ethel B. Larson ( Tr-1 p. 22-23)." After
*The record contains three separate transcripts. For the Court's convenience, they have been numbered and referred to as Tr-1, Tr-2
and Tr-3.
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further preliminary discussions were held on .T uly 9 and
10, 1963 at TOSCO's New York City Offices (Tr-1p.15),
TOSCO and Larson reached several understandings regarding the terms upon which the lands would be made
available to TOSCO. These understandings were reeorded in a memorandum dated July 11, 1963 prepared
hy Lenhart (Tr-1 p. 15; Exhibit 2). At this time Larson
and TOSCO orally agreed that the option period referred
to in the memorandum of July 11 should begin on July
15, 1963 (Tr-1 p. 186). They also agreed that Larson
1nrnlcl he employed as a consultant for a period of one
year, commencing July 15, 1963 at a salary of $1,200.00
ver month plus expenses. During the period hereinafter
described, Larson was so employed and compensated,
and transacted business from TOSCO 's Los Angeles
offire, which he shared with Lenhart.
2. Events Betwcrn Jnly 11, 1963 a;nd Jnly 25, 1963.

On his return trip to California from these meetings
Larson stopped over in Denver, Colorado, to discuss with
.John B. Tweedy, an attorney for TOSCO, the understandings that had been reached in New York (Tr-1 pp.
85, 104). During Larson's conversations with Tweedy,
it became apparent that the parties had failed to agree
on the consideration to be paid at the time of the exercise
of the option. Immediately thereafter, Tweedy had
several telephone conversations with Koolsbergen in
which he reported the discrepancies revealed in his discussions with Larson (Tr-1 p. 85). He then began to
r1raft two formal option and lease agreements, one between Larson Oil Company and TOSCO covering the

5

unpa.tented lands, and the other between Fred V. Larson
and Ethel B. Larson, Larson's parents, covering the
patented lands. Tweedy also telephoned Larson's attorney, D. J. Dufford, in Grand Junction, Colorado, to
discuss the drafts with him. They were completed and
mailed to Dufford on July 20 (Tr-1p.108). The Tweedy
drafts recited that TOSCO 's option would begin ".July
15, 1963" (Exhibits 14, 16).
While Tweedy was preparing the drafts in Denver,
Larson had returned to California, where he first received a copy of the Lenhart memorandum of .T uly 11.
He was apparently dissatisfied with the delay rental
provisions for the unpatented lands. On July 13 or 14
Larson informed Koolsbergen b~T telephone that the
memorandum of July 11 did not correctly state his understanding of the transaction (Tr-1 p. 16). As a result,
another meeting was arranged to resolve the differences
remaining between the parties (Tr-1 p. 17).
On July 23 and 24, Koolsbergen and Morton M.
Winston, counsel for TOSCO, met with Larson in Beverly Hills, California (Tr-1 p. 17). Lenhart was not
present during these meetings, and took no further part
in negotiations until January 1964. TOSCO and Larson
reached agreement for the first time on the matters not
covered by the Lenhart memorandum of July 11 - i.e.,
the question of delay rentals and the amounts to be paid
on exercise of the options. They also agreed that the
option would not commence until the payment of the
$20,000.00 and the signing of formal documents. Thereupon a new letter agreement dated July 25, 1963, which
6

the trial court foun<l binding on the parties, was drafted
in Larson's presence. It both recited the final understandings of the parties and incorporated the earlier
memorandum of .July 11 (I1~xhibit 2). Although the
Parlier conversations and the memorandum of July 11
contemplated a transaction between Larson Oil Company
and TOSCO, by July 25 Larson had determined that the
shareholders of Larson Oil Company, who were Larson
and his wife, Dorothy H. Larson, and Larson's parents,
Fre<l V. Larson and Ethel B. Larson, could gain certain
tax a<l·rnntages if the transaction were re-cast. Consequently, the parties to the transaction were altered
(Tr-3 p. 29), the July 25 agreement was prepared for
exerntion by the four shareholders of Larson Oil Company in their individual capacities (Exhibit 2), and the
time of the commencement of the option was deferred
until after the dissolution of Larson Oil Company and/or
the <listribution of its properties to its shareholders
(Exhihit 2). The .July 25 agreement was signed by
Koolsbergen for TOSCO, and then taken by Larson to
his and his parents' homes, where it was signed by his
\\'ife and his parents on July 26, 1963 (Tr-1pp.18, 19).

2. The .July 25 Agreement.
The July 25 agreement (Exhibit 2) 0

provides:

1. It was the intention of the shareholders of Larson
Oil Company to dissolve the company, to receive its
oil shale claims, to make them available to TOSCO,
and to enter into formal lease option contracts with
·''This agreement is set forth as Appendix A to this brief for the
Court's convenience.
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TOSCO. These formal documents 'mule! spell out thP
understandings "·hich had result('(l from tlH• meetingR
of .July 9, 10, 23 and 24.
2. At the time of signing th0 formal docnmentR,
TOSCO would pay $20,000.00 and would, at that time,
receive an option to lease and purchase the properti0s,
good for a term of six months, during which it ronltl
examine title, reserves and other aspt>cts of tlw rlaims.
3. If TOSCO exercised the option, it woul<l transfrr
5,000 shares of its common stock to defendants, snbjPet
to appropriate investment r0prt>sentatio11s in C'ompliance with Fedt>ral Securities laws.
4. If TOSCO exercised the option, it would pay
defendants $10,000 yearly as delay rentals for unpatentc<l
lands, subjt>ct to TOSCO 's right to rcco,·er the delay
rentals paid out of subsequent production royalties.
5. TOSCO agreed to attempt to carry all of th<>
unpatented placer mining claims to patent at its own
expense, and the shareholders agreed to cooperate in
such effort.
6. If TOSCO exercised the option, it would pay
certain specified amounts as delay rentals for the
patented lands.
7. If TOSCO exercised the option, it would pay
def en<lants a royalty of 2% % of the sales prire of f>ach
barrel of crude shale oil produced and sold.
8. The lease would contain a provision grantingTOSCO the right to purchase the lands at a formula
8

price to he computed as t hr "present worth of the rrcoverahle amou11t of oil at 5 cents per harrel, discounted
on•r 20 years at a rate of 12%."
TOSCO Prrsiclent Koolshergen, signing for TOSCO,
made the following statement in the July 25 letter: "I
have asked our attorneys to commence the drafting of
the nt'cessary documents to carry out these understandings and reduce them to formal agreements ... "
By this time, however, Tweedy had not only commenced
the drafting hut had actually completed the first drafts
and had forwarded them to Dufford for his revision. Larson testified that at the meeting at which the .July 25
agT<'<'m<'nt was drafted in his presence, he also made
crrtain oral agreements with TOSCO which, however,
wrre not reflected in the written agreement (Tr-1, p.181).
B.

EVENTS LEADING TO TOSCO'S PAY:'.\[ENT,
AT LARSON'S REQUEST, OF THE $20,000 OPTION PAYMENT.

Although Tweedy sent drafts to Dufford on July
20, 1963, it took almost five months for Dufford to forward revised drafts to TOSCO (Tr-1 p. 110). Throughout this period Dufford and Larson exchanged ideas on
rr\·isions of the Tweedy drafts (Tr-1 p. 33). They made
some minor changes to conform the drafts to the .T uly
2fi agreement, such as substituting the indi,·idual sharehol<lers as parties in place of Larson Oil Corn pan>·· Not
until December 13, rn63, did Dufford finally forward the
Dufford-Larson revisions (Exhibits 4 and 5) of the
'l'wrecl>· drafts. On December 19 Tweedy told Dufford
9

by telephone that he would not be able to reYiew the
drafts until sometime after Christmas (Tr-1 p. llG).
At about the same time he finally forwarded tlw
Dufford-Larson drafts, Larson began making rrqurst,;
for the $20,000.00 option payment (Tr-1 p. 56; Exhibits,
3, 20, 21), claiming pressing financial need. He aske<1
Lenhart, who worked with him in TOSCO 's Los Angele,;
office, to approach Koolsbergen on the matter ('l'r-1 p.
197). At this time Larson was personally committed
to buy a trad of oil shale claims called the "Inrs-Larson" trad, which he had in turn optioned to TOSCO at
a higher price. He said he neeclc'cl the moue~- for tl1i:-;
purpose (Tr-1 p. 56). According to Larson, he heliewtl
that the six-month option period proYided in the July 2G
agreement had already begun to run (Tr-1 p. rn7). Larson testified that he informed Lenhart of this belief
(Tr-1p.197). Lenhart, who had participated only in the
discussions of July 9 and 10, 1963, promised to see Koolsbergen on his next trip to New York concerning this request (Tr-1 p. 197).
On January 14, 1964 Lenhart made his trip to Ne"·
York City and conveyed Larson's request for the monc>·
to Koolsbergen (Tr-1 p. 92). Larson testified that Lenhart called him and asked for an extension of tlH' opti011
agreement but that he refused to grant such an rxtrnsion
(Tr-1 p. 198). Lenhart called T\\·eedy on January 14
or 15 and was then informed hy Twrrdy that 110 mo11r>·
was due the Larsons until the~- executrd the formal doeuments (Tr-1 pp. 116, 117). Koolshergen testified that
hr did not intend to pay the $20,000 until the formal op-
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tiou and leases were signed ('rr-1 p. 93). However, since
Larson at that time was an employee of TOSCO, holding
the confidence of Koolsbergen, Koolsbergen attempted
to help him out (Tr-1 p. 92). Accordingly, on .January
22, 1964, Koolsbergen called Tweedy in Denver and informed him of Larson's request (Tr-1 p. 117). Tweedy
explained to Koolshergen that under the July 25, 196~
agreement TOSCO had no obligation to pay the Larsons
$20,000 until the agreements were signed (Tr-1 p. 117).
The relevant terms of that agreement are as follows:
The shareholders of Larson Oil Co. are contemplating dissolution of the company and/or
the distribution of its unpatented oil shale claims.
Its shareholders, upon receipt of the claims from
Larson Oil Co., will make them available to The
Oil Shale Corporation on the following terms:
1. TOSCO will pay $20,000 at the time of
signing of the agreements ... and will receive in
turn a six-month option ... (Emphasis supplied)

Tweedy informed Koolsbergen that he had examined Dufford 's revision of his drafts and believed that
there were only minor differences between the parties
which he and Dufford could resolve in a relatively short
time (Tr-1, p. 119). Koolsbergen then asked Tweedy to
call Larson and see if he could help Larson out with regard to the payment of the $20,000 (Tr-1 p. 118). On
the same day, or the day after (Tr-1 p. 118), Tweedy
ralled Larson. Larson testified he told Tweedy that he:
would be glad to discuss further the acquisition
of the property, but before I did that, I wanted to
be paid the $20,000 clue me on the option that had
expired and I would not discuss any new deal on
11

these properties until they paid for the option
that they already had. He ['!'weedy] said, 'Fine,
I will cout' (Tr-1 p. 28).
Tweedy, however, testified that:
He [Mr. Larson] said to me that he thought
the option had expired on the 15th. I said to him
that I did not u11derstand that to he the case in
view of the language of the July 25 letter-offer
and in dew of the fact that Mr. Dufford had not
finished his draft or his version of the draft for
some five months of the alleged option period.
That we had by his action been deprived of
the benefits that presumahly that were to be made
availahle to us, during the option period, which
would have been the right to examine title ....
. . . .I said after I had ginn him my Yiew of
the transaction that if he would assure me that
there ·would be no difficulty so far as he was concerned in executing the documents . . . I would
advise Mr. Koo1sbergen of this fact and Ruggest
to him that he make the money avai1a111e to 1\Ir.
Larson .
. . . He said 'That's fine.' I further said,
'If that is the case, ,,.e 'n' got to get together
promptly and make sure that we get the property
descriptions.' ( Tr-1 pp. 120, 121.)
Following this telephone conversation of Jan nary
22, 1964, Tweedy called Koolshergen and reported that
Larson had assured him that he would sign the documents (Tr-1 p. 93). Tweedy and Koolsbergen discussed
the matter and concluded they could trust Larson to
sign the documents (Tr-1 p. 148). Although Koolsbergen understood and had been advised that he had no
legal obligation to pay the $20,000 until the documrnts
had been signed, he determined to accommodate Larson
with an advance payment (Tr-1 p. 93).
12

Pursuant to Larson's request, TOSCO prepared
fom checks, each in the amount of $5,000, for the four
stockholders of Larson Oil Company (Exhibit 7). The
checks were dated January 31, 1964 and signed by KoolsbNgen. On February 3, 1964 TOSCO 'S comptroller
wrote Larson requesting ackno-.,vledgement of receipt of
the checks which were tendered "in connection with thr>
options on certain patented and unpatented lands" (Exhibit 10). It is undisputed that the four defendants
cashed the checks and as of today still retain the $20,000
payment.

C.

EVENTS SUBSEQUENT TO TOSCO'S PAY~IENT OF THE $20,000.

In the course of their telephone conversation on
January 22, 1964, Tweedy and Larson agreed that they
should get together promptly to get the detailed property
descriptions and make a preliminary review of the abstracts ~which Larson had stored in his home (Tr-1 p.
121). In the first week in Fe hruary, Tweedy confirmed
with Larson their plans to meet at Larson's home in Pacific Palisades ( Tr-1 p. 123). He then called Dufford to
ohtain consent for this direct visitation with Larson
(Tr-1 p. 149) and then set about revising the Dufford-Larson drafts. He and one of his law associates
underlined the provisions in the Dufford-Larson drafts
that varied from Tweedy's original drafts, and from
these comparisons Tweedy worked out revisions of the
areas where he thought Dufford had departed from the
agreement of July 25, 1963 (Tr-1p.126).
13

Tweedy then compiled a redraft in which he incorporated the language of the July 25 agreement in certain provisions in order to settle prior variances in the
drafts (Tr-1 p. 133). For Larson's benefit he underlined all of the departures from the Duffor<l-Larson
drafts (Exhibits 17 and 18).

On February 12, 1964, Tweedy flew to Pacific Palisades (Tr-1 p. 136). Larson met him at the airport and
they went to Larson's house where they began putting
together an overlay of the properties (Tr-1 p. 136).
Tweedy gave Larson copies of the drafts he had prepared and suggested that they address themselns to the
differences that still existed between them ( Tr-1, pp. 134-138). Tweedy and Larson worked for two more
full days with the descriptions and abstracts. On earh
day Tweedy asked Larson to go over the drafts with
him, but Larson indicated that he didn't want to get
into those matters at the time (Tr-1p.139). On Friday
the 14th of February, Larson became evasive and told
Tweedy he was not interested in discussing the drafts
(Tr-1 p. 140).
The next day, February 15, 1964, Tweedy and Lan,;011
met with Koolsbergen in Beverly Hills (Tr-1 p. 141).
At this time Larson informed Koolsbcrgen and T\veedy
that he considered that the options had already expired
(Tr-1 p. 141) and that there was no deal (Tr-1 p. 74).
Larson indicated that at some time in the future he
might be willing to discuss the matter further (Tr-1
p. 74).
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On l\Iarch 23, 1964 Larson met with :.rorton ~1. "Winston, plaintiff's Vice President, for the purpose of disrnssing the possibility of compromising their differences (Exhibit 19). At this time Larson indicated that
he would demand $75,000 per year advance royalty instead of the $10,000 provided in the agreement of .July
25, 1063. TOSCO could not accede to Larson's demands
for this uptrading of their agreement, and when no compromise could be reached, TOSCO commenced this lawsuit asking the court to declare that TOSCO was entitled to a six-month option on the Larson property, on
the terms and conditions specified in the July 25, 1963,
agreement.
ARGUMENT
A. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN REFUSING TO GRANT PLAINTIFF SPECIFIC
PERFORMANCE 0 F THE WRITTEN
.JULY 25 AGREEMENT, BECAUSE BOTH
PARTIES AGREE THERE WAS A CONTRACT AND THE TERMS OF THE CONTRACT ARE SUFFICIENTLY CLEAR
AND CERTAIN TO BE CAPABLE OF SPECIFIC ENFORCEMENT.
The trial court has found, as plaintiff contends, that
a contract was entered into on July 25, 1963, between
plaintiff and defendants. Defendants do not challenge
such finding by cross appeal, and may not here deny that
a binding contract was entered into on that date. The
July 23 agreement, signed by all the defendants and by
the plaintiff, sets forth those terms and conditions upon
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which the parties had agreed. This lawsuit was initiated
when defendants, having accepted the benefits of plaintiff's performance under this contract, refused to perform their part of the bargain.

It is well established that courts of equity may
order the specific enforcement of a contract when one
party has in good faith performed its obligations thereunder, to its detriment, and the other party has rereivecl
the benefit of such performance without haYing performed its obligations. See, e.g., 5 -WILLISTON, CONTRACTS, Sec. 1439 (1937). Of course, the essential
terms of the contract must be sufficiently clear to ena hle
a court order enforcement thereof.
In .John.'!on v . .Jones, 109 Utah 92, 164 P.2d 893
(1946) this court specifically enforced a preliminary
real estate contract under circumstances very similar
to the instant case. The Johnson case indicates the policy of this court to grant specific performance when the
intention of the parties is made sufficiently clear in the
contract. See, also, Cmnmings v. Nielson, 42 Utah 157,
129 P.2d 619 (1913), Nielsen v. Rucker, 8 Utah 2d 302,
333 P.2d 1067 (1959).
Other courts have expressed the same concept in
granting the remedy of specific performance. See, e.g.,
D. A. C. Uranium Co. v. Benton, (D. Colo. 195G), 149 F.
Supp. 667. This approach is illustrative of the general
policy of courts of equity to enforce contracts rather
than encourage evasion of contractual obligations. See
e.g. Frayser's Estate, 401 Ill. 364, 82 N.E. 2cl 633 (1948);
State v. Bland, 353 Md. 639, 183 s:w. 2cl 878 (1944).
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'l'he terms of the July 25, 1963 agreement are precise and definite. They define: ( 1) the parties: ( 2) the
lands covered; (3) the option price; ( 4) the consideration to be paid on exercise of the option ; ( 5) the delay
rentals; (6) the royalties to be paid in event of production ; ( 7) the purchase price in the event the purchase
option is exercised; and (8) the procedures to be followed in obtaining patents on the claims. In short, all
that was necessary to guide the lawyers in lffepariugformal agreements. They were the basis for the Dufford-Larson drafts of December 13, 1963. Indeed, Larson admitted that the Dufford-Larson drafts were complete in every detail, as the following statements indicate:
A. We had the July 25th letter that they
were going on. Mr. Dufford presented the completed lease with the descriptions completed in
every detail, early in December. There would
have been plenty of time. (Tr-1 p. 39)
Q. But actually what was happening, you
were having exchange of agreements, uncompleted
exchange of agreements between two lawyers who
were attempting to formalize the finalize what you
agreed on?
A. That is not correct. These were completed agreements. (Emphasis supplied) (Tr-1 pp.
41, 42)
At the hearing of January 6, 1967, D. J. Dufford, attorney for Larson, pointed out that the two areas iu
which the Dufford-Larson drafts departed from the
agreement of July 25, 1963 - the patenting arrangements and the formula for the purchase price in the event
TOSCO elected to purchase the claims - had been
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specifically covered by the July 25th agreement and that
Larson would ha\'e been bound by the rH'ovisio11s of the
July 25th agreement. His comments ar0 as follo\Ys:
Why could they not have said to Larson, as
they testified in the trial, 'Your drafts are jm;t
about substantially it, yon 've got two things, 011e
you said to do the patC'nting at our 0xp0nse, arnl
that is not what the lettC'r says. This is clear, we
lrno"T' we decided that the patenting is going to
be done b)T us with your assistance at our ex1w11se.
We've got to change that around, because
that we agreed on, that is in the letter.
The second point. 'l'he Larson draft l('f t a11
omission as to what the amount of tlH~ purchase
price of the claims "·as to he, allC1 the method of
its pa)'ment, in tl1e ewnt that TOSCO e]e('ted
sometime in the future to lmy the property umler
the lease option. Bnt, that \\·as also eovered ill
the letter. TOSCO ('ould hm'e said, 'Look, there
is a formula in the· letter "·hi('h \\'e sa>' is complet<>,
this lease has to he ('Ontrolle<1 h>· what the lett<'r
says in that pal'ticular phasP, allCl it says, then• is
a formula by which your pnrC'lrnse pl'ice on the
purchase option is to be decided.

w·e agreed that is already thCl'C. ·we han~
not got any argument about that he<'ause that is
one of the few things in the letter.

They could have said at that point, 'Yo11r
draft is fine, we hare rhnnged those hco thiuqs,
and u.:e are rrady to e:rerntr.' That 1co11ld liar~
created a real binding question here, therr? is '}10
question about that af fll(ft zwi11f, J.Jar.'WJI 11'0/tfrl
11are had to say, 'All ri.r;ht I am rerrrly.' He sairl
in his mPmo 11·lic11 he tra11sf'errcr1 thP drafts, 'TVr
are ready to sign.' (Emphasis Rupplied) (Tr-3
pp. 46, 47)
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Plaintiff agrees that the Dufford-Larson drafts reflect the agreement between the parties except for those
two terms which the July 25 agreement supplies (See
Tr-1, pp. 112, 133) and except for the date of commencement of the option, a point on which the July 25 agreement is cr~rstal clear. Plaintiff by this action seeks to
have defe11dants do what they should have done at the
time the $20,000.00 was paid to them - grant TOSCO
a six-month option to lease and purchase the Larson
lands on the terms agreed upon on July 25, 1963. Plaintiff has attaehed as Appendix B to this brief the Dufford-Larson drafts, with such changes as are necessary
_to make them comply with the July 25 agreement. The
lands covered by said Appendix B are the lands covered hy the July 25 agreement (See Tr-1, pp. 19-23,
42-45. See also amended Exhibit B to the complaint.)
These are the agreements which plaintiff seeks to
have enforced.
B. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FINDING
THAT THERE WERE ORAL AGREEMENTS ATV ARIAN CE WITH THE BASIC
TERMS OF THE WRITTEN CONTRACT
OF JULY 2:5, 1963, BECAUSE:
1. The e1.·id('11re does 11ot establish that th<'i·e
were oral widersta.ndings which supplemented tlw July 25 agreement.

The terms of the July 25 agreement are complete,
clear and free from doubt, and under those terms, TOSno was and is entitled to judgment.
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The July 25 agreement provides that Larson Oil
Company, the then owner of the nnpatented oil shale
claims in suit, would be dissolved and/or would distribntr
the claims to its shareholders. The shareholders, as
owners of the claims, would "hereafter" enter into contracts and agreements formally expressing the trade.
Finally, TOSCO would pay the shareholders $20,000.
More important, the July 25 agreement recites that "at
the time of signing of the agreements ... [TOSCO] will
receive in turn a six ( 6) month option ... " (Exhibit 2)

It is undisputed that defendants, after months of delay, refused to sign the agreements prepared by plaintiff
and submitted to them. It is undisputed that, within
days after payments to them of $20,000, defendants
claimed that they were not obliged to sign or grant an
option, and instead stated that it had already run, contrary to the agreement of July 25, 1963. Against this
background, defendants could prevail only if they assumed and satisfied the burden of proving that there
existed other, enforceable oral agreements contradicting
the written contract, which oral agreements provided
that the option commenced to run ten days prior to that
contract, notwithstanding the terms of the writing.
The trial court found that there ·were such contradicting, enforceable oral agreements (Finding of Fact
No. 3). This finding is the central issue on appeal, and
on its correctness or incorrectness rests the outcome.
Plaintiff contends that it must be reversed, as unsupported by the evidence.
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In this section "·e will briefly discuss the thin fabric
of defendants' testimony on which this finding rests. In
later sections we will show that most, or all, of this testimony is inadmissible and does not constitute lawful
evidence; but this section will establish that even if the
improper testimony is considered, the defendants did not
satisfy their burden of proving the oral agreements
found hy the trial court.

The evidence which is not in the record is as significant as the testimony which is. There is not a single,
solitary contemporaneous document proving, or even
tending to support, the existence of the oral agreement
claimed by defendants. No letter, no memorandum, no
note, no diary entry; nothing in evidence prior to defendants' February 1964 repudiation of their contractual obligation states that the option commenced to run in July,
or at any other time prior to the time clearly and expressly provided in the July 25 written agreement.
The July 25 agreement is the only evidence in the
record which speaks for itself, unweakened by faulty and
partial recollections or by later suspicions; and it squarely negates defendants' contention and the finding of the
trial court.
Thus, the finding rests squarely on the flimsy base
of defendant Larson's testimony. That testimony (even
if it were legally admissible, as we show it is not, infra)
is contradicted by plaintiff's testimony, is inconsistent
with the conduct of the parties, and in general shows
P\·ery sign of hasty fabrication.
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Indeed, as late as the first minutes of the trial itself, defendants did not claim that they had performed
under an oral agreement; they claimed that there was
not and never had been any agreement at all ('l'r-1 pp.
8, 9). The incredible story of the oral agreements finall~"
saw the light of day only ·when defendant Larson took
the stand.
Under these circumstances, it could hardly he expected that Larson's testimony would be free of intrrnal
contradiction, and it ·was not.
Larson's own testimony is in conflict a bont the rwcurrencc of the alleged oral agreements pnrporteclly snpplementing the ·written July 25 agreement. He tcstifiecl
that at the close of the meeting on Jul)T 10 it was mutually agreed that both his employment and the option
were to commence on July 15, 1963 (Tr-1 p. 186), and
also that he belieYed the option period was in effect prior
to the Jul)T 25 agreement (Tr-1 p. 25). Yet at another
point, Larson testified that the oral agreement to commence the option period on .July 15 was made concurrently 'vith the preparation of the writing of .Jn])' 2;).
1963 (Tr-1, p. 181).

It is clear that by .July 14, 1963 Larson had concluded there had been no meeting of the minds (Tr-1 p.
16). The very purpose of the .July 23 and 24 meetings
was to resolve existing differences between the parties.
Larson's own confused and self-eontradicting testimony
is incredible.
Nor does the history of the negotiations betwee11
July 10 and July 25, 1963 support the thesis that an oral
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eon tract differing from the terms of the .July 25 agreement supplemented such written agreement. Any agreements made on .July 9 and 10, 1963 were necessarily between Larson Oil Company and TOSCO (Tr-1 pp. 3033). Yet, different parties executed the .July 25 agreement.
Defendants' counsel stated:

It is true, for tax reasons there was a difference in the mode they wanted to foll°''' between
the July 11 memo anci the July 25 memo (Tr-3
p. 29).
The mode was changed and the July 25 agreement
"'as executed by the shareholders in place of Larson Oil
Company. That agreement recited:
The shareholders of Larson Oil Co. are contemplating dissolution of the company and/or the
distribution of its m1patented oil shale claims.
The shareholders, 11pon receipt of the clai1ns will
inah"? them ai·ailable to The Oil Shale Corporation
on the following terms (Emphasis supplied).

It was recognized by the parties that a formal dissolution of the company or distribution of its assets
would be required to obtain the desired tax benefits.
'rhis procedure would take time, and a premature granting of an option before the shareholders had actual
title to the mining claims would jeopardize these benefits.
Therefore, the beginning of the six-month option period
was conditioned on three subsequent events: (1) Receipt
of title to the unpatented claims by the shareholders of
the company; (2) Signature of formal documents by said
~hareholders; and (3) Payment by TOSCO of $20,000.00.
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In order to helie\·e Larson's frstim011y that he arn1
TOSCO orally agreed on .J nly 2.J, 196:3 that t hl' opt ion
would commence on .July l:l, 196:3, it must he eom·lwl<'d
that Larson, as presid0nt of Larson Oil Compau;-, adl'd
in direct conflict with the agreement signe(l h~· the c·ornpany's shal'eholclers, including himself, arnl risked losing
the tax position so carefnll~· provided for i11 tlw \\Tiling.
In the normal course of lmsiuess, tlw option pri(·p is
paid at the commencement of the option perio<l. 'l'hc only
reasona hle infrrence to he drmY11 from the fact that 1lit'
money \Hts not paid to th0 c1efe11c1a11ts 011 .Jul.\· '..!."), 1%:;,
is that tl1e optio11 had i1ot arnl \rnnl,1 uot hegi11 m1til 1lll'
formal instruments were signed. Tncleed, this is \\·]wt
the .July '.2:J agTc0ment express!>- provides:
The shareholclers of Larson Oil Co. arc contemplating dissolution of the company and/ol'
tl10 cfo;trihution of its m1patt•ntecl oil shale claims.
'l'he shareholders, upon receipt of the claims from
Larson Oil Co., "·ill make them arnilahle to The
Oil Shale Corporatio11 on the following terms:
l. TOSCO will pa>- $20,000 at the time of
signing of the agreements ($10,000 to Freel Y.
Larson and Ethel B. Larson, his wife; and
$10,000 to Frederick H. Larson and Dorothy H.
Larson, his wife) and \\'ill receive in turn a sixmonth option during which it \\'ill examine tlw
title, histon- arnl status of the mining claims, the
feasihility of patent proc0edings and the extent
an cl mi110a hility of the re sen-es.

In addition, there is not one phrase of testimony
m the record indicating TOSCO considered such pur24

ported oral understandings to constitutp a biml.iug agrPPmPnt. All testimony on the point r0lates to clefernlant
Larson's alleged helief that there was such a contract;
he at no point suggested that TOSC'O considered itself
hound hy any agreements other than the writings. KoolshPr.gen and Tweedy rep0atedly testified that aftl>r .July
2;), 1%3 TOSC:O at all times considered that the option
p0rio<1 "·as to commenc0 only upon the signing of the
agre0ments here sought to he enforeed. There is simpl)·
110 evidence to support the trial court's finding that
TOSCO considere(1 any extraneous oral understandings as creating an agreement with defendants, wlrntPn'r def end ant Larson's belief may have been.

2. The uide11ce does not establish that the
/Jarties' ronduct subseq11e11t to the exPr:ution
of the .July 25 agn:ement was in afford
with and confirmed oral undcrstandilngs
differing from the terms of said written
agreement.

a. Koolsbergen and Tweedy testified that TOSCO
<lid not make costly geological evaluations and title examinations because they felt, relying on the agreement
of .July 23, 1963, that the options had not commenced
(Tr-1 pp. 70, 80, 114, 115).
b. After the July 25 agreement was signed, defent1ants took fiw months to r0Yise the drafts of th0 formal
agreements, \d1ieh plaintiff had initially prepared, thus
10aYing rrosco only onl' month in \d1ich to exercise
under the "modified" term. Obviously, defen<lants ean-

not rely upon their own dilatory conduct in revising thest'
agreements as evidence of a shortened option period.
On the contrary, under their theory, they were taking
advantage of TOSCO by their delay.
c. On November 21, 1963 Larson sent an interofficp
memorandum to Koolsbergen "-hich contains the follmYing statement:
At the time of signing, $10,000.00 will be due from
TOSCO (Frederick H. Larson, $5,000.00 and
Dorothy H. Larson, $5,000.00). (Exhibit 21)

It iR obYious that as of that date Larson did not helieve that an option had commenced to run or that hr
was entitled to a pa~-ment of $20,000.00. Again, on
December 13, 1963, Larson finally forwarded the reYised
drafts of formal agreements to TOSCO under cover of
an interoffice memo (Exhibit 3) whirh stated in part:
Under the terms of our agreement, my father
and mother will be entitled to $10,000.00 at the
time of signing the leases . . . .
There will be due to Frederick H. Larson anc1
Dorothy H. Larson $10,000.00 upon the signing
of the leases. My purchase of the KohlbergBarron-CummingR 2240-acre parcel is due to close
on December 21st. I must deposit $58,520.00, and
I would like to use the $10,000.00 due me from
Tosco on the Larson deals as part of this purchase mone~- ....
Nowhere does this document suggest that Larson
is laboring under the belief that an option ·will expire
only one month later.
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d. 'l'weedy, on behalf of TOSCO, prepared the
initial drafts in .July, 1963, after his conference with
Larson on July 12 and well hefore the July 25 agreement was entered into. These initial drafts recite .July
I:i, 1963 as the commencement date of the option period.
On July 12, of course, the parties i,yere still contemplating- that the option \ms to begin on .July 15. The DnffordLarson drafts were prepared subsequent to the July 25
agreement and are in direct conflict with that writing
reg-arcling the commencement elate of the option.
Furthermore, the dates on the drafts can he given
110 weight. In the case of Moody, .. Smith, 9 Utah 2d 139,
340 P.2d 83 (1959), this court held that option performance dates set out in unsigned draft agreements would
evidently hm'e "no purpose other than to indicate
relatiYe time for each element of performance,'' and
could not be considered as expressing the actual dates
of performance as contemplated by the parties.
e. In January of 1964, Larson told Lenhart, with
whom he shared TOSCO's Los Angeles office, that the
option would expire on .January 15, 1964 (Tr-1 p. 197).
Larson then testified that on January 14, 1964, Lenhart
called him from New York and asked for an extension of
the option (Tr-1 p. 198). But Lenhart was not aware of
the change in the commencement date made hy the final
written agreement of .July 25, 1963 until he called Tweed~·
(Tr-1 pp. 116, 117). He had not participated in an:;·
negotiations after .July 11, 1963.
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f. On January 22, 1964 Tweedy, at Koolsberge11 '8
request, called Larson to ascertain whether TOSCO eould
help him out (Tr-1 p. 92). Larson's and Tweedy's testimony conflict over the substance of this conversation
(See pp. 11, 12, supra.).

It is possible that there was a mutual misunderstanding by both Tweedy and Larson as to what was
said. Nonetheless, Tweedy reported to Koolshergen that
Larson had agreed to sign the documentR (Tr-1 p. ~J:-~).
g. TOSCO paid the $20,000.00 required by the option agreement on .January 31, 1964. Koolsbergen testified:
:\fr. Larson required money and needed money.
Mr. Larson at that time was an employee of ours.
\Ve had romplete confidence in him. \Ve began
to think how we could help him on the way, how
we could accomodate him RO that he could have
his money and we could have our documents. That
was the last part of .January (Tr-1 p. 92).
He [Tweed~r] said, 'Legall~', he was not entitled to the money. It became a hnsiMss decisiou.
There was no legal obligation to pay the money
until the documents were signed, I promised l\f r.
Larson that we would sign them. I made tlw
business judgment to pay it.' (Tr-1 p. 93).
Koolsbergen 's testimony is uncontradicted and must he
accepted as the reason for TOSCO's payment in advanre
of the $20,000.00.
h. After Larson told Tweedy on .January 22 that
he would sign the documents, Tweedy and an associate
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set ahout revising the Dufford-Larson drafts. It is clear
he would not have done this had he helieved the option
had expired.
i. In February, 1964 Tweedy, with Larson's and
Dufford 's consent, traveled to Pacific Palisades and
worked with Larson for three dayR, organizing the ahstradR and making a preliminary overlay (Tr-1 pp. 136,
138-139) in preparation for completion of the drafts.
TwcC'dy gave Larson the revised drafts and asked Larson to go over them, so that the minor points of disag'rC'emcnt might he resolved. Larson avoided this discuRsion for two days and, on Friday the 14th of
February, became evasive and told Tweedy he was not
C'Ycn interested in discussing the drafts (Tr-1 p. 140).
It is clear that Tweedy would not have spent three days
assembling the property descriptions had he known that
LarRon was resuming his position that the option was
oyer.
J. It is apparent that Larson was dissatisfied with
the agreement he had made and wanted considerably
more money (see Exhibit 19). This explains his evasiveness in discussing the agreement with Tweedy at this
three-day February meeting.

Defendants have alleged an oral option that was
fully performed and unexercised by plaintiff. Defendants
had the burden of proof in showing the existence of this
oral contract and the burden of proving performance
thereof. Superior Trailer Mfg. Corp. v. Scatterday, Inc.,
241 Ind. 459, 169 N.E.2d 721 (1960). Defendants have
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not sustained their burden in showing a modified
tract that was fully performed.

('011-

3. The oral tcstimouy fe,ndi11g to establisl1 tliat
the six-month option was to comme11te .hily
15, 1963 1cas inadmissible under the pa.rol
evidence rule and ca11~wt be considered to
vary the terms of the, H"ritten trmtratt of
July 25, 1963.

At trial Larson was permitted to testify as to an
alleged oral agr0ement which he claimed orrm'l'Prl rontemporaneously with the signing of the written i1rntrnment. TOSCO objected to the introduction of this
Hidence on the ground that it was in conflict with all(l
contradicted the express terms of the written instrum011t
(Tr-1 p 181). The parol evidence rule was desigrn•(l
to prevent the very evil which the admission of this
evidence has led to in this case. As stated by this Court
m Garrett v. Ellison, 93 Utah 184, 72 P.2d 449 (1937),
at p. 452:
The [parol evidence] rule is founded upon the
principle that when the parties haYe discm;se(l
and agreed upon their obligation to 0ach other,
and reduced those terms to writing, that such
terms, if clear and unambiguous, furnish better
and more definite evidence of what "·as undertaken by each party than the too oft011 fickle
memory of man, for "·hy elsc> reduce it to writing.
Larson's testimony of a contemporaneous oral
agreement for an option period which is in direct conflict
with the express wording and implicit purpose of the
writing, was admitted over objection, considered by tl1e
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trial court and found as a fact by the trial court. This
was reversible error. Last Chance Ranch v. Erickson, 82
Utah 475, 25 P.2d 952 (1933).
In Utah, the parol evidence rule is a rule of substantive law and not merely a rule of evidence. A rnerica11
('rystal Sugar Co. v. Nicholas, 124 F.2d 477, (10th Cir.
1!)41); See: Globe Motors, Inc. v. Studebaker Packard
Corp., 328 F.2d 645 (3rd Cir. 1964); Carey v. 8hellburne,
Inc., 215 A.2d 450 (1965); Rental De1:clopment Corp. Y.
R11bensfr;in Const. Co., 96 Ariz. 133, 393 P.2d 144 (1964);
31A C.J.S. Evidence ~ 151 (1955).
Sillce the parol eYidence rule is one of substanti,·e
'law, the legal effect cannot be avoided, even though parol
evidence be admitted without objection. Macintyre v.
.A11grl, 109 Cal. App. 245, 240 P.2d 1047 (1952); Jackson
v. Domschot, 40 Wash. 2d 30, 239 P.2d 1058 (1952);
Holyoke Water Power Co. v. Americam Writing Paper
r'o., 68 F.2d 261 (lst Cir. 1933); Hale v. Boh(J!nnon, 38
Cal.2d 283, 241 P.2d 4 (1952).
Parol evidence is not admissible to contradict, add
to, or vary the terms of a written instrument. Farr v.
Wasatch Chemieal Co., 105 Utah 272, 143 P.2d 281 (1943).
Nor can oral testimony be admitted regarding terms to
which the writing is silent. Fox Film Corp. v. Ogden
Thea.frp Co., 82 Utah 279, 17 P.2d 294 (1932).
4. Such finding is not permissible under thP
doctrine of merger.

The doctrine of merger is a well-known rule of common law. It was ignored by the trial court when it found
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that an oral agreement to commence the option at an
earlier time than the time expressly provided in a writi11g
subsequently signed by the parties was 11ot mf'rged 111
the writing. This court cited -Williston as follows:
All courts agree that if the parties have integrated their agreement into a single written
memorial, all prior negotiations and agreements
in regard to the same subject matter are exrluded
from consideration, whether they are oral or
written. Shaw r. Abraham, 12 Utah 2d 130, 364
P.2d 7, F.N. 3 (1961).
In Bullock v. Dcseret Dodge Truck Center, Jnr., 11
Utah 2d 1, 354 P.2d 559 (rn60), this court stated:

... He f plaintiff] must also show that such
oral ngreement was not merged in tlu~ written
agreement as is usually the case, "·herf' as here,
the written agreement covers the question involved. In such case ill the absence of ambiguity,
parol evidence is not aclmissihle to vary the terms
of the contract or to show the intention of tlH'
parties.
The case of Combined Metals, Inc. v. Bastian, 71
Utah 535, 267 Pac. 1020 (1928) is directly ill point. Jn
that case, this court stated, nt p. 1027:
The record shows that Oll Jnne 1, 1921, the
plaintiffs and Bastian entered into a contract,
Exhibit B. There is no dispute as to that. While
the parties, of course, had prior hargainings anrl
negotiations back and forth with respect thereto,
yet all such and all ro11temporarneo11s oral agrf'ements wer<' mergPrl into that contract, which on
.June 1 was written out in longhand and then
signed.
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Since the July 25 agreement expressly provided
for thr time of the commencement of the option, any
prior or contemporaneous oral agreement on the same
subject matter mm;t he deemrd to have been merged into
thP final written expressiou, which was signed hy thr
parties on July 26, 1963. The court erred in not holding
that the allrged "oral understandings" were merged.
5. Such fi11di119 is prohibited by the Utah

Statute of Frauds and would operate as a
fraud upon plaintiff.

The court found as Conclusion of Law Number 3
that there was a six-month option commencing July 15,
1963. Plaintiff has pointed out that such conclusion cannot be reached in light of the parol evidence rule and
the doctrine of merger. Furthermore, such conclusion
;·iolates the Utah Statute of Frauds.
The pertinent provision of the Utah Statute of
Frauds (Section 25-5-3, U.C.A., 1953) reads as follows:
Every contract for the leasing for a longer
period than one year, or for the sale, of any lands,
or any interest in lands, shall be void unless the
contract, or some note or memorandum thereof, is
in writing subscribed by the party by whom the
lease or salf' is to he made, or hy his lawful agent
thereunto authorized in writing.
In Knight v. Chamberlain, 6 Utah 2d 394, 315 P.2d
273 (1957), this court held that an "option" is similar
to a conditional sales contract of real estate, and is therefore an ''interest in land'' coming within the purview
of the statute of frauds.
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The rule forbi<ling the oral modification of C'ontracts
required to be in writing h~, the statute of frauds was
stated in Combined Metals, Inc. Y. Bastian, 71 Utah ;):3;'i,
267 Pac. 1020 (1928) at page 1032:
Again, the original contraet to be hinding- arnl
enforceable, and to satisfy the Statute of Fran(h,
was required to he, as it was, in writing and subscribed hy the parties sought to be charged. To
alter or modify any of its material parts or terms
by a subsequent agreement required one also to
be in writing and snhscribed ...
The rationale for the above rule "'as ably stated hy
the Supreme Court of Texas in Robertson v. J1 dtou, 1:11
Tex. 325, 115 S.\V.2d 624 (1938):
The rule is that parties to a written contract
coming within the provisions of the statutP of
frauds may not hy merP oral agreement alter
one or more of tlw terms thereof and thus make
a new contraet resting partl~' in writing awl
partly in parol, the reason for the rule hei11gthat, whPn such alteration is made, part of the
contract has to he JH'oven hy parol evidence, and
the contract is thus exposed to all the evils which
the statute was intended to remedy.
There is one well-known c>xception to the rule concerning oral modification of such contracts - part performance. Bamberger Co. v. Certified Productions, Inc., 88
Utah 194, 48 P.2d 489 (1936). However, it is well established that to defeat the statute, the party alleging pa rt
performance must rely on liis 01u11 detrimental performance. He cannot point to the performance of the othrr
party. Utah Mercur Gold Min. Co. v. Hers1-71el Oolrl
Jfin. Co., 103 Utah 249, 134 P.2d 1094 (1943).
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In Ravarino Y. Price, 123 Utah 559, 260 P.2d 570
(1953), this court laid down the criteria that must he
met hy a party attempting to avoid the statute of frauds
on the grounds of detrimental performance (at 577):

... [T]his court must he f'Onvinced that 110 reaso11al1le doubt exists as to whether or not the acts
of improvement arc explainahle on some hasis
other than the hypothesis of an oral contract.
Tlie reason for the rule is well established in the
common Pxperience of mankind to which the enactment of the statute of frauds hears witness:
the possihilit~· of fraud and uncertainty in oral
promisPs to convey reality makes it incumbent on
the courts to hesitate in applying a general exception to cfo·erse factual situations . . . . The plaintiff herP did not acquire possession, nor is the
purchase of the "Terry Strip" an act of such a
nature that explanation on some other ground
other than the existence of an oral contract is
11nrraso11able. (Emphasis supplied).
There is no evidence in the record upon which a conclusion could be reached that defendants acted under any
agreement except the July 25 written agreement. Indeed,
there is no evidence whatsoever of any detrimental performance hy defendants. It took Tweedy eight days from
the time he received his information from Larson and
Koolshergen to prepare the initial drafts and fonrnrd
them to Dufford. It would have been a reasonahle assumption that the revision by Larson and Dufford would
take about the same time and that Larson Oil Co. could
he dissoh·cd, the rlaims distributed and the documents
ready for signature in early August, 1963. However,
Larson and Dufford took almost ffre mollfhs to revise
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these drafts and return them to 'l'weedy. Under the
terms of the written agreement, the hnrden \Yas placed
on defendants to dissolve Larson Oil Co., ohtai11 the
claims, and to execute formal docnme11ts grantiugTOSCO a six-month option. Larson dallied under thi;;
burden for five months and seeks to avoid it hy an
alleged oral agreement.
On the other hand, TOSCO relied during this period
on the express provisions of the written agreement, awl
the finding of a completed oral mo<lification works a
fraud upon TOSCO. The statute of frauds was e11act<'cl
to prevent the very thing that has happened hcn·.
TOSCO's reliance on that written agreement was pro\·e11
beyond reasonable doubt. It waited for five months while•
Larson and Dufford re,·isecl its initial drafts. It did not
undertake the costly title examination contemplated 1111der the option ( Tr-1 p. 115). It did not undertake the
costly geological examination contemplated during thr
option period (Tr-1 p. 80). It was not even aware until
January of 1964 that Larson believed the option was
running. It did revise the Dufford-Larson drafts after
January 15, 1963 (Tr-1 p. 113). It did pay the $20,000
(Tr-1 p. 93) and it did request Larson to complete the
steps necessary to execute the formal instruments (Tr-1
p. 139). It paid the $20,000 in advance of the time called
for in the agreement only for the defendants' benefit and
because Larson was in need of money. All of TOSCO's
acts reflect its reliance upon the express terms of
the July 25 agreement, which TOSCO seeks to have
enforced.
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'fhe trial court made no finding of part performance
by defendants under the alleged oral option, and there is
no evidence to support such a finding. On the other hand,
TOSCO relied to its detriment on the written agreement.
The trial court erred in not granting TOSCO the protection of the statute of frauds.
C. 'l'HE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN REACHING CONCLUSIONS OF LAW NUMBERED
4 AND 5 AND FINDINGS OF FACT NUMBERED 4, 5 AND 7 BECAUSE THE EVIDENCE IN THE RECORD DOES NOT
SUPPORT SUCH CONCLUSIONS AND
FINDINGS.
In its order dated March 10, 1967, the trial court
reached the following conclusions of law (R-94):
4. Having permitted the said option period

to expire, the Plaintiff is not now entitled to an

order of this court adjudging that Plaintiff is
entitled to an additional six months option covering the Larson lands.
5. .Judgment should be entered herein dismissing the Complaint with prejudice and providing that Defendant's (sic.) are entitled to
recover their costs of suit incurred herein.
These conclusions were based on Findings of Fact numbered 4, 5 and 7. These Findings of Fact are not supported by the evidence, and therefore the conclusions of
law based upon them cannot he sustained.
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1. Findings of Fact Nmnbrrs 4 and r; arc contra.ry to the plain la11q11aqe of the 1rritten
agreement and arc not supported by tl1r
eridence.
Plaintiff has shown that defendants entirely failed
to perform their obligation under the ·\\'ritten agreement
of July 25, 1963 to grant a six-month option to plaintiff.
contrary to the erroneous finding of the trial eourt. It
is also neeessary to discuss briefly another erroneous
finding: namely, that plaintiff agreed, hut cli<l not, pl'!'pare the formal instruments of lease and option contempbted hy the July 25 Irtter (Findings of Fact Xnmhers 4 and 5).
Tl10 trial eourt found, eorreetl~-. that at the time of
the July 25 agreement, both parties intended that then•
would he prepar0d and executNl "formal instruments
expressing the complete and entire transactions >vhieh
they contemplated.'' The trial court then went 011 to
find that "Plaintiff agr0ed to prepare such formal
instruments aml submit them to th0 ckfendants for their
consideration" (Finding of Faet No. 4). The only eYidence on which this finding could be ha8ed is this parngraph of the July 25 agreem0nt i11 which Koolshergen
stated:
I have asked our attorneys to eommcnee the
drafting of the necessary documents to cariT out
these understanding-s and rNluee them to formal
agr0ements and would appreeiate ~'our prompt
reply.
This is manifestly not an ''agreement'', hut a simplt>
statement of fact: Koolshergen had indeed already
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asked TOSCO attonwy Tweedy to prepare drafts of the
"necessary documents" (Tr-1 p. 85).
But c\·en if this were an "agreement" by TOSCO
to prepare drafts of the documents, there can he no
donht that TOSCO fully performed its obligation.
Tweedy, acting for TOSCO, pr<:>pared complete drafts
hased largely upon the trrms reported to him hy defo11<lant Larson himsrlf (Tr-1, p. 104), arnl on .July 20,
19G:i mailed them to Larson's attorney, D . •T. Dufford,
for his "consideration" (Tr-1p.108). Th<:> drafts themselws arc in eYidence (F~xhihits 14, 16); their existence cannot be denied. Thus, the trial court's finding that "Contrary to the terms of Plaintiff's Exhibit 2,
Plaintiff did not prepare formal instruments expressing
tlH• transaetion contc•mplated hy the parties,'' is at best
inexplica hle. The "formal instruments" are in the
rPconl and their undeniable existence refutes the finding
(Fimling of Fact No. 5).

It is concei,·ahle that the trial court was undrr the
erroneous impression that Exhibits 14 & 16 were in some
mysterious way disqualified because they were completed
prior to July 25. The trial court added that, "In fact, at
no time subsequent to July 25, 1963, did Plaintiff prepare, offer to prepare or offer to execute any instrument
which complied with Plaintiff's Exhibit 2" (Finding of
Fact No. 5). This portion of the finding is defective in
hrn ways: first, it is irrelevant; second, it is wrong.
It is irreleYant because the "obligation", if any,
imposed on TOSCO hy the July 25 agreement ·was not
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limited to a "time subsequent to .July 23, 106:l." 'l'he
July 23 letter states that "I ha re asked our a ttorn0ys
to commence the drafting ... '' This is not an agreement to do anything. The sentence is in the present-perfect
tense and merely states a fact. Its onl)- possible meaning
is that Koolsbergen had already requested such acts.
This is true; the drafts had hePn preparec1, aml there
had been full compliance.
It is wrong because plaintiff did fnrtlwr drafting- at
a "time subsequent to July 25, 1963,'' namely, in .January and February, 1964. Plaintiff's first drafts were
mailed by Tweedy to defendants' attorne)-, D. .J.
Dufford, on July 20, 1863 (Tr-1 p. 108). Neither Dufford nor defendants claimed that these were 11ot the
"formal instruments" in question. On the contrary,
Dufford studied them, revised them, and after a delay
of nearly five months, sent revised drafts back to 'l'weedy
(Tr-1 p. 110; Exhibits 4 and 5). Tweedy, acting for
TOSCO, then prepared final redrafts, which are also in
evidence (Exhibits 17 and 18) and "hich he delivered to
Larson in person (Tr-1 pp. 134-138).

Thus, Conclusions of Law Numbers 4 arnl ;) should
he reversed because the indisputable evidence shows that
there was no agreement that TOSCO would draft thr
formal instruments; and, in any event, TOSCO did produce and deliver not one but two complete sets of drafts.
2. Fi11ding of Fact Number 7 is not supported
by the rl'identr.

Finding of Fact Number 7 states that "In compliance with the understandings referred to in paragraph
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:1 of these findings and in satisfaction of the obligation

of plaintiff thereunder, as rc>eognize<l hy th<> parties, the
sum of $20,000.00 was pai<l by plaintiff and received hy
defendant'' (R-94). As arg1wd supra, the referred to
Finding of Fact Number 3 is m1supported hy any evidenec in the record. Furthermore, there is no testimony
by m1y party or witness that TOSCO recognized the payment was made because of any oral understandings
arrived at earlier. Whatever defendant Larson might
have believed or assumed, it is the clear testimony of
Koolshergen and Twee(ly that TOSCO helie\·ed it had
no obligation whatsoever to pay defendant Larson anything other than his salary as its employee. Their testimony did show a desire to aid Larson in his attempted
purchase of certain property by paying him $20,000.00
in advance of the signing of the documents ealled for
hy the .July 25 agreement.
As Findings of Fact numbered 4, 5 and 7 are not
supported by the record, the eonrlusions of law that
TOSCO is not entitled to a six-month option to lease
and purchase the Larson lands, and that judgment should
he entered for defendants, are erroneous and cannot
he sustained.
D. THE TRJAL COURT ERRED IN NOT
GRANTING PLAINTIFF A NEW TRIAL
OR RESTITUTION OF $20,000.00 BECAUSJ1~ THE JUDGMENT OF THE TRIAL
COURT CONSTITUTED SURPRISE, ENTITLING PLAINTIFF 'l'O INTRODUCE
NEW EVIDENCE; THE PROCEDURE BY
WHICH THE FINAL .JUDGMENT WAS
ENTERED vV AS IRREGULAR AND PRE-
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.JUDICIAL TO PLAINTIFF; AND PLAINTIFF IS ALTERNATIVELY ENTITLED
TO RESTITUTION.
If this Court docs not agree with plaintiff's Arguments A, B and C, supra, plaintiff is at least entitled to
a new trial on the ground of surprise, as provided for
by Rule 59(a) (3) of the Utah Rules of Ci,·il Proec'dnn>.

At the beginning of the trial, defendants' counsel
abandoned the prior theory expressed in (lcfornlm1ts'
amended answer that there hacl been a yalifl aml PnforePa ble option c011tract. At the beginning of tlw trial tl1<'
following discourse took place:
MR. DUFFORD: Yes sir, we take the position
that it was mnely, at best, a memorandum of
certain points in a pending transaction which cPrtain other essential and additional clements to lw
ncgotia t ed.
l\IR. ASH'l'ON: Do yon take tlw position that
there "·as in fact irn G,fJrf'e111c1d!
MR. DlTFFORD: Y 0s sir.
THE COURT: But yon do admit a rece1v111µ:
$20,000.00. \Yha t was that for'?
MR. DUFFORD: \\~ e think the Oil Shal0 Corporation paicl that as a result of an obligation
\Yhich they figured they owed at that time and
that will be our pnsition. (Emphasis Suppli0cl)
(Tr-1 p. 8-9).
Later in the trial, the defendants stipulated that
they would return the $20,000.00 to plaintiff if the court
held there was no option agreement. (See, Tr-1 p. 155.)
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Because of defendants' abandonment of their original theory of the case, the parties addressed themselves
primarily to the question of whether a complete agreement existed rather than when the option period was to
nm. It was not until after the trial, after judgment had
hePn ordered and only after the trial court realized that
tl1P judgment then entered contradicted the testimony
of <lefendants' own witnesses, that the defendants
dianged their position and submitted new proposed
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law concluding
that a contract did exist.

It has been held that if a wrong theory of the case
has hecn injected into the case by instructions to a jury,
a new trial is in order. Nirlwls v. WhitacrP, 112 l\fo.
App. 692, 87 S.W. 594 (1905). Here the trial was over
and Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law had been
entered holding that the contract was insufficient and
mieuforceable, when the court abruptly reversed itself
and rutered a new judgment to the effect that there was
a '>alid and enforceable contract which had been performed.

By initially injecting the "wrong" theory into the
<>ase, defendants caused plaintiff to litigate that "wrong"
theor~'· When the nPw theory ·was adopted, the trial was
O\'er and TOSCO did not have the opportunity to proper}~, meet the issues now espoused by defendants and
found by the court.
l\foreoYer, the preparation and submission by thP
clcfc11dants to the court of an amended judgment and
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decree and the adoption of the amended judgm0nt and
decree without a motion or notice to TOSCO or granting
TOSCO the opportunity to be heard constitutes irregularity entitling TOSCO to a new trial. (Rules 5 mid 59,
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure)
Should this Court determine that plaintiff is not
entitled to specific performance or to a new trial, plaintiff would be <'ntitled to the return of th<' $20,000.00 it
paid defendants.

It is clear from the testimony of TOSCO President Koolsbergen and TOSCO attorney Tweedy that
TOSCO paid $20,000.00 to defendants on January :n,
1964, with the belief that the July 25, 1963 written contract clearly provided that TOSCO would receive a sixmonth option upon such payment. If the July 25, 1963
contrart is not enforceable, plaintiff erroneously paid
the money to defendants under a mistaken belief, arnl
would be entitled to the return of the $20,000.00, plus
interest from the date of payment.
The following statement from RESTATEMENT,
Contracts, § 47 (1937) illustrates this prineipl0.
A person who, in order to ohtain the performance of a promis<' giYen or believed to haYe been
giYen by another and in exchange therefor, has
conferred upon the other a benefit other than the
performance of services or the making of improvements to the land or chattels of the other,
is entitled to restitution from the other, if the
transferor, because of mistake of law, (a) erroneously belieYed the promise to be binding on him,
and (b) did not obtain the benefit expected by
him in return.
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See, also,

RB~STATEMENT,

Contracts,§ 15 (1937).

Here plaintiff has transferred money to defendants
in the belief that it had a valid written contract with
them. Should this Court find that the writings will not
support a decree of specific performance, defendants
must return the $20,000.00 they have received.
CONCLUSION
It is respectfully submitted that the trial court erred

i11 finding an oral option term which contradicted the
express terms of the written agreement and in basing
its judgment thereon. Plaintiff further submits that if
said oral modification as found by the trial court is
properly disregarded, that there remains a clear, unambiguous and enforceable written agreement. Plaintiff
has fully performed under the written agreement and is
therefore entitled to judgment and an order requiring
the defendants to specifically perform their obligations
under the agreement. In the event the court fails to
grant the requested relief, plaintiff is entitled to a new
trial or restitution.
Respectfully submitted,
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL
& McCARTHY
Suite 300, 141 East First South
Salt Lake City, Utah
CLIFFORD L. ASHTON
HowARD L. EDwARDS
DoN W. CROCKETT
Attorneys for Appellant
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APPENDIX A
THE OIL SHALE CORPORATION
45 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, New York
PLaza 7-8959
Los Angeles, California
.July 2;), 1963
TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF LARSON OIL CO.:
Fred V. Larson
F,tlwl B. Larson
Frederick H. Larson
Dorothy H. Larson
In conversations held between Mr. Frederick H.
Larson, who was in telephone contact with Mr. Fred V.
Larson and who '.vas representing the shareholders of
Larson Oil Co., and 1\Ir. Koolsbergen and various memhers of the TOSCO staff in New York on July 9 and 10,
as recorded in 1\Ir. Albert F. Lenhart 's memorandum of
July 11, and a subsequent meeting on July 24 in Los
Angeles, the understandingR described below applieahle
to the holdings of Larson Oil Co. were reached. 'l'he
purpose of this letter is to state the intention of TOSCO
and the Rhareholders of Larson Oil Co., as modified on
July 24, to hereafter enter into contracts and agreements
gfring expression to those understandings as they pertain to the holdings of Larson Oil Co. This letter does
not, i11 any way, limit or restrict the other understandings recorded in the memorandum of July 11.

The shareholders of Larson Oil Co. are contemplating dissolution of the company and/or the distribu-

la

tion of its unpatented oil shale claims. The shareholders,
upon receipt of the claims from Larson Oil Co., will make
them available to The Oil Shale Corporation on the
following terms :
1. TOSCO will pay $20,000 at the time of
signing of the agreements ($10,000 to Fred V.
and Ethel B. Larson, his wife; and $10,000 to
Frederick H. Larson and Dorothy H. Larson, his
wife) and will receive in turn a six-month option
during which it will examine the title, history and
status of the mining claims, the f easihility of
patent proceedings and the extent and mineability
of the reserves.
2. By the end of the six-month period,
TOSCO must elect whether to lease the lands for
oil shale mining. TOSCO is aware of the existenee of liquid oil and gas leases granted to others
on this land for the production of liquid oil and
gas lying below the Green River formation. It it
elects to lease, it will, at the time of the election,
deliver to Fred V. Larson and Ethel B. Lan;on,
his wife, 2500 shares of its authorized hut unissued common stock and simultaneously deliver
to Frederick H. Larson and Dorothy H. Larson,
his wife, 2500 shares of its authorized but unissued common stock, subject to delivery to it of
appropriate investment representations from the
recipients and subject to such other terms and
conditions as may, in the opinion of its counsel,
be required for compliance with the Federal
Securities Laws.
3. Under the terms of the lease, TOSCO will
pay as a delay rental $10,000 per year ($5,000 to
Fred V. Larson and Ethel B. Larson, his wife;
and $5,000 to Frederick H. Larson and Dorothy
H. Larson, his wife), payable semi-annually for
all the unpatented acreage, the total amount paid
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to he rccoYcrahle out of the subsequent production royalties as described in paragraph 6.
4-. TOSCO will agree, at its own expense and
with clue diligence in the light of its experience in
patenting procedures, to attempt to carry all the
unpatented placer mining claims to patent and the
shareholders will agree to execute all documents
and permissions and to provide all reasonable
assistance to TOSCO required by that effort.
TOSCO will ha\'e the right to drop any of the
unpatented claims which it deems to be unpatentable or uneconomical, but the shareholders shall
have the right to attempt to carry to patent any
claims so dropped by TOSCO.

5. After patening of any portion of the presently unpatented acreage, TOSCO will pay as a
delay rental for the patented acreage, yearly payments in the amount of $2.50 per acre for the first
year after the patenting thereof; $3.50 per acre
for the second year; $4.50 per acre for the third
year; and $5.00 per acre each year thereafter.
Payment will he made one-half to Fred V. Larson
and Ethel B. Larson, his wife; and one-half to
Frederick H. Larson and Dorothy H. Larson, his
wife, semi-annually and will he recoverable out
of subsequent production royalties. Upon the
comencement payment of the delay rental for
patented acreage on any acreage which is unpatented at the time of the signing of the agreements, the $10,000 annual payment for unpatented
acreage provided for in paragraph 3 above will
be reduced by the amount of the annual payment
for the patented acreage and may, therefore, be
ultimately reduced to zero.
6. Upon the commencement of production of
all or any portion of the property, TOSCO will
pay a royalty of 21h % of the sales price (initialed
by H.I.K., F.V.L., E.B.L., F.A.L., D.H.L.) for
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each barrel of crude shale oil produced and sold,
the payment to be divided one-half to Fred V.
Larson and Ethel B. Larson, his wife; and onehalf to Frederick H. Larson and Dorothy H. Larson, his wife.

7. The lease agreement will also grant
TOSCO an option for the outright purchase of the
lands both before and after patenting. The purchase price will be computed on the formula hasis:
'rhe present worth of the recoverahle amount of
oil, at 5c per barrel, discounted over 20 years at
a rate of 12%.
I have asked our attorneys to commence the drafting
of the necessary documents to carry out these understandings and reduce them to formal agreements and
would appreciate your prompt reply.
If the above is in accordance with your understanding, will you please so indicate by signing in the space
below provided.
Very truly yours,
s/H. I. Koolsbergen
RIK/as

Signed this 26th day of July, 1963.
s/Fred V. Larson
s/Ethel B. Larson
s/Frederick H. Larson
s/Dorothy H. Larson
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FILE
ALBERT F. LENHART

July 11, 1963
107
Land Acquisition Larson Oil Company

Meetings were held with Mr. Frederick H. Larson
representing the Larson Oil Company, and the TOSCO
staff on July 9th and 10th to discuss the acquisition of
oil shale properties owned by Larson Oil Company and
the acquisition of a number of small parcels of Utah
shale lands located in the vicinity of the Larson propNties.
Larson Oil Company was formed specifically as a
holding company for Utah shale lands and is owned
equally by Mr. Larson and his father, Frederick V. Larson.' Their holdings consist of approximately 30,000
acres of unpatented shale lands and 1,000 acres of
patented lands lying to the north and partially to the
east of the Skyline property in Utah.
In addition there are about 15 small parcels of
patented shale lands contiguous to the Larson and Skyline properties and totalling about 14,000 acres. Mr.
Larson has put together this package of small parcels
twice before. The first time was in 1958 when the sale
of all these Utah lands, including what is now Skyline,
was ararnged with Socony who subsequently backed out.
Since then, the land package has been assembled by Mr.
Larson to grant oil and gas leases to Phillips Petroleum.
As a result of these past dealings, Mr. Larson has excellent relations with the various owners of the lands,
who trust in Mr. Larson's judgment. Mr. Larson feels
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he could put the parcels together into a single package
again for TOSCO. Time is of the essence, however, since
three or four approaches have heen made to some of
these people in the past few weeks.
With the exception of three tracts, l\1r. Larson believes that he can get the land committed to TOSCO on
a lease basis with a royalty payment from production.
The three tracts which may require outright purchase
are:
a. about 1,300 acres lying mostly in Sections 6
and 7, T9S, R25W. Mr. Larson believes this piece
can be purchased for about $60.00 per acre :rnd is
in St. Louis today negotiating for the purchase of
the land. Time is particularly important here
since Skyline Oil has been pressing the owners
to sell.
b. about 2,200 acres lying in Sections 8, 16, 17,
20 and 21, T9S, R25W. About half this land will
haYe to be purchased.
c. about 1,000 acres lying in Sections 28, 29 and
30, TllS, R25W. This is the most southerly of
the tracts and surrounds about half of the southern portion of the Skyline property.
The parcels are not all contiguous but have value
in a number of ways :
a. They all contain shale.
b. One of the parcels contains the valley land
which cuts the Skyline property in two pieces.
c. If patents can be obtained on the Larson properties, these parcels become an extension of those
lands.
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<l. If patents cannot be obtained on the Larson
properties, it might be possible to trade the scattered patented tracts with the government for
unpatented Larson land so as to have a single
tract large enough for commercial development.
\¥ e will explore this possibility with the Department of the Interior as soon as we are sure we
ran obtain rontorl of these parcels.

'rwo distinct agreements were reached with Mr.
Larson. One for the acquisition of the Larson Oil Company land and the other relating to Mr. Larson's activities in obtaining control of the other lands for TOSCO.
The following terms were agreed upon for the acquisition of the Larson Oil Company lands:
1. TOSCO will take a 6 months option on the
laud for $20,000. During this period we will examine title, history and status of mining claims
and patent proceedings, the extent of reserves
and accessibility of mining.

2. TOSCO will carry the lands to patent at its
own expense.
3. TOSCO has the right to drop any portions
which it deems unpatentahle or uneconomic.
4. TOSCO will pay a delayed rental to Larson
Oil on patented lands owned. Yearly payments
will be $2.50 per acre for the first year, $3.50 per
acre the second year, $4.50 per acre the third year
and $5.00 per acre every year thereafter. Payments will be semi-annual and will be applied to
subsequent royalty payments.
5. Upon putting the property into production,
TOSCO will pay Larson Oil a royalty of 5c per
barrel of oil produced and sold.
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G. The lease agreement will contain an option
for outright purchase of the' land. Purchase priee
will be computed on the following formula:
Present worth of the recoverable oil at 5c per
barrel discounted over 20 years at a 12% rate.
It was agreed that Mr. Larson will act as TOSCO's
representative to bring together the group of owners of
the other shale lands in the area in committing the land
to TOSCO as follows:

1. 1\fr. Larson will make the first pass in contacting all the owners to determine the cost and
terms 011 which the larnl might be available. At
this point TOSCO will be ahle to determine the
desirahility of proceeding further.
2. 1\fr. Larson will not reveal TOSCO's name at
this stage of the negotiations.
3. 1\fr. Larson will be employed as a consultant
b~, TOSCO for up to one year at $1,200 per month
plus expenses. During this time he will work toward assembling the small parcels into a single
package and assist in the work involved in patenting the Larson Oil Company lands. If Mr. Larson
succeeds in obtaining control of the small parcels
for TOSCO, he will receive le per barrel on the
oil produced from such lands. Production from
the Larson lands is covered elsewhere and is not
included in this override.
Mr. Larson also knows of a 4,000 acre tract of
patented shale lands just across the border in Colorado,
approximately TIN. Because of the location, these are
probably not first quality lands. They could be useful
in trading with the government for unpatented lands.
There might be a problem, even then, in trading lands
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across a state border if we wanted to trade for Larson
land in Utah. We will investigate this tract also, after
the more important work is done.
Mr. Larson also owns a %th interest in a 10,000 acre
shale tract in Utah, farther south of the land just discussed. Continental Oil owns the rest of the land. We
did not discuss this tract at length because Mr. Larson
informed us that it has serious title problems which must
be resolved before it is of any value. He is working with
Continental to resolYe these problems and would then
be ·willing to discuss the sale of this tract also.
AFL:ek
cc: .John B. Tweedy; Esq.
l\Ir. C. De Witt Smith
Mr. L. P. ·warriner
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APPENDIX B
Appendix B contains the documents referred to in
Argument A of this Brief. These documents are as
fo)]ows:
1. Option Agreement between Frederick H.
Larson and Dorothy H. Larson and The Oil Shale
Corporation.
2. Exhibit A to the above option agreement
identified as Mining Lease and Option to Purchase betwPen Frederick H. Larson and Dorothv
H. Larson and The Oil Shale Corporation.
·
3. Exhibit A to the above Mining Lease and
Option to Purchase.
4. Option Agreement between Fred V. Larson and Ethel B. Larson and The Oil Shale Corporation.
5. Exhibit A to the above Option Agreement
identified as Mining Lease and Option to Purchase between Fred V. Larson and Ethel B. Larson and The Oil Shale Corporation.
6. Exhibit A to tlw above l\Iining Lease and
Option to Purchase.
Spaces for insertion of the dates of performance
under the above documents have been provided. All
other additions made by Plaintiff in order to conform
the above documents to the Agreement of July 25, 1963
(Appendix A this brief) are italicized. All italicized
additions have been extracted from the July 25 Agreement and replace provisions that are contrary to the
terms of said agreement. The portions that have been
replaced may be found in Exhibits 4 and 5.
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OPTION
THIS AGREEMENT, made as of the ________ day of
____________________________ , 196 ____ , between Frederick H. Larson and
Dorothy H. Larson, hereinafter referred to as Optionor,
and The Oil Shale Corporation, hereinaftC'r referred to
as Optionee,
WITNESSETH:
For and in consideration of the sum of $5,000.00 paid
to Frederick H. Larson and the sum of $5,000.00 paid to
Dorothy H. Larson and other good and valua hle consideration, the receipt and adequacy of ,,-hich are hcrrh:-acknowledged, Optionor hereby grants to Optionrc thr
exclnsiw option to lease the unpatented placer mining
claims (herein called "the Claims") described in the
Mining Lease and Option to Purchase (hereinafter callC'<l
"the Lease") attached hereto as Exhibit A. The Lease
shall be in the form of Exhibit A and shall contain the
option to purchase set forth therein and shall he snhjert
to the reservations, rights, titles, claims and leases specified on page 2 of the Lease.
1. TERM: This Option shall commence as of 12
o'clock noon on the date hereof and shall expire at
12 o'clock noon six months thereafter.
2. PURCHASE. At any time during the term of
this Option or at any time during the term of the Lease,
o rany renewal or extension thereof, if the Option herein
granted as exercised, Optionee shall have the right to
purchase the Claims at the price and upon the same
terms and conditions as are set forth in the option to
purchase contained in the Lease.
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3. TITLE DOCUMENTS. Immediately upon execution of this Agreement, Optionor will deliver to Optionee such abstracts of title, copies of title opinions,
maps, plats, geological and engineering reports, patent
applications, briefs, opinions, correspondence, and any
other writings relating to the Claims then in the possession or control of Optionor and which are requested
by Optionee. In the event Optionee does not elect to
exercise the option granted in this instrument, any and
all documents delivered to Optionee pursuant to this
paragraph shall be returned to Optionor within thirty
(30) days after the expiration date of the option granted
herein.
4. EVALUATION. Optionor grants to Optionee
the right during the term of this Option to enter upon
the Claims for the purpose of conducting thereon exploratory and/or development work, including the right
to construct drifts, adits, shafts and tunnels, access
roads, drill sites, electric power and telephone facilities,
radio towers and other radio facilities, camp sites, air
strips and housing facilities. Optionor grants to Optionee the further right during the term of this Option
to remove from the Claims so much oil shale and to perform such other work as, in the opinion of Optionee,
is necessary to evaluate the oil shale deposits contained
in the lands covered by the Claims and to determine the
feasibility of extracting oil shale therefrom. If the option
is not exercised, Optionee agrees to furnish Optionor
with copies of all drilling and other data obtained or
ncquired by Optionee with respeet to the Claims.
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5. INDEMNIFICATION. Optionee agrees to indemnify and save Optionor harmless from and against
any and all lawful claims for expense, loss, liability or
damages arising from any injuries (including death) or
damage to persons or property resulting from Optionee 's
operations on the Claims and also from and against any
and all expenses or liability incurred by reason of the
liens of workmen, mechanics and materialmen and all
other persons or corporations who may acquire liens
against the Claims by reason of labor performed, services rendered, or materials, supplies or equipment incorporated in, on or under the Claims at the direction
of Optionee, its employees or agents, or in connection
with Optionee 's operations or activities on or about the
Claims.
6. INSURANCE. Optionee shall, at all times during the term of this Option, (a) insure at its sole cost
and expense, to each and every workman employed in,
about or upon the Claims, the compensation and benefits
provided for in and by each and every applicable statute,
rule or regulation relating to Workmen's Compensation,
Occupational Disease or Disabilit>T, and Employer's
Liability; (b) pay and discharge or otherwise dispose of
any and all claims, liabilities, suits and demands, of every
kind and nature whatsoever, for injury to or death of
persons and loss of or damage to property caused h>T or
in connection with the Optionee 's operations or activities
an the Claims; and (c) procure and maintain, at the
sole cost and expense of Optionee, direct and contractual
bodily injury liability insurance and property damage
liability insurance issued by reputable and financially
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responsible insurance company or companies, properly
safeguarding Optionor against direct and assumed liability for injuries to or death of persons and loss of or
damage top property in amounts acceptable to Optionor,
but in no event less than $150,000.00 for injury to or
death of any one person, $350,000.00 for injuries to or
d0ath of two or more persons, and $50,000.00 for loss of
or damage to property in any one incident. Optionee
shall also furnish Optionor written certificates from insurance carriers or from appropriate Governmental
agencies verifying and establishing that the insurance
provided for in this paragraph has been obtained, is
being properly maintained, the premiums therefor paid,
and specifying the names of the insurors and the respective policy numbers and the expiration dates thereof.
All such policies of insurance shall provide (unless by
statute applicable thereto it is otherwise provided) that
in the event of cancellation thereof, written notice of such
cancellation shall be given to Optionor at least fifteen
(15) days prior to the effective date of cancellation.
7. NOTICES. All notices provided for herein shall
be sufficient if given in writing and mailed by registered
mail with return receipt requested to the parties at the
following addresses :
Frederick H. Larson
Dorothy H. Larson
350 Alma Real Drive
Pacific Palisades, California
OPTIONOR
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The Oil Shale Corporation
45 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, New York
OPTIONE:E~

or if delivered personally and a receipt is signed therefor
either by the person to whom addressed or by an officer
of a corporate addressee.
8. ASSIGNMENT. The interest of each of t,he
parties hereto may be assigned at any time in whole or in
part. The provisions hereof shall be binding upon alld
inure to the benefit of the successors, assigns, heirs arnl
personal representatives of the parties.
9. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.
Optionors shall have the right to assign and convey an
undivided 1/2 interest in the Claims to Frederick H. Larson as Trustee for certain issue of Fred V. Larson and
Ethel B. Larson. If such assignment and conveyance is
made prior to the expiration <late of this Option, then
Lessee "\\rill enter into one lease with respect to an undivided l/z interest of the Claims and the said Frederick
H. Larson shall enter into a lease with respect to an undivided l/z interest in the Claims as Trustee under said
trust; provided, that the shares of Optionee provided
for in paragraph 1 of Exhibit A shall be distributed
among the Lessors of both leases in the names designated
by Frederick H. Larson. In no event shall the number
of shares to be given by the Optionee under said lease
or leases exceed 5,000 in number. Delivery of the common stock is subject to delivery to Optionee of appro6b

priate investmcent representations from the Optionor a;nd
sub:ject to such other terms and conditions as may, in the
opinion of Optionee 's counsel, be required for compliance with Federal Securities laws.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have executed this
document on the day and year first above written.
Frederick H. Larson
Dorothy H. Larson

OPTIONOR

'l'HE OIL SHALE CORPORATION
BY-----------------------------·----------------------------------

President

A'l'TEST:
Secretary
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OPTIONEE

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

}
SS.

On the ----·------- day of ·-····--·-·-··----··-·······-········-·-·
196 _____ _
personally appeared before me Frederick H. Larson and
Dorothy H. Larson, the signers of the above instrument,
who duly acknowledged to me that they executed the
same.
:My Commission expires:
Notary Public
Residing at

STATE OF NEW YORK }ss.
COUNTY OF
On the ---···------ day of -··--·-··-···--·---···-·-··-··-·--------,
196 ..... .
personally appeared before me H. I. Koolsbergen, who
being by me duly sworn did say that he is the President
of The Oil Shale Corporation, and that said instrument
was signed in behalf of said corporation by Resolution
of its Board of Directors, and said H. I. Koolsbergen
acknowledged to me that said corporation executed the
same.
My Commission expires :
Notary Public
Residing at
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EXHIBIT A
MINING LEASE
AND
OPTION TO PURCHASE
THIS LEASE executed on this ________________ day of
--------------------------------------------· 196 ______ , between FREDERICK
H. LARSON and DOROTHY H. LARSON (hereinafter
referred to as "Lessor") and THE OIL SHALE CORPORATION (hereinafter referred to as "Lessee".)
l. LEASE. (a). For and in consideration of the

royalties to be paid by Lessee, and the delivery to Frederick H. Larson of 1250 shares of the common stock of
The Oil Shale Corporation by Lessee, and the delivery
to Dorothy H. Larson of 1250 shares of the common
stock of The Oil Shale Corporation by Lessee, and other
good and valuable consideration, Lessor hereby leases
to Lessee the unpatented placer. mining claims situated
in Uintah County, Utah, described in the list attached
hereto as Exhibit A, which are hereinafter ref erred to
as ''the Lease Claims,'' for the purpose of exploring,
developing, mining and operating the Leased Claims
and of extracting, processing and removing therefrom
for sale or further processing and sale all oil shale,
products derived therefrom, and other minerals, metals,
and metalliferous and non-metalliferous substances in,
on or under the Leased Claims, except oil, gas and other
minerals lying below the Green River formation. To the
extent the Lessor has the right to grant the same, Lessor
hereby grants to Lessee:
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(i) The right to use so much of the smfacr
of said land as may be reasonably necessar~', (fosira ble or convenient for the conduct of Lessee's
operations on the Leased Claims;
(ii) The right, license and easement to conconstruct and maintain buildings, shops, plants
arnl structures of all kinds, to construct and maintain roads and roadways, ore bins, shafts, inclines, tunnels, drifts, adits, open pits, waste
dumps, ore stockpiles and any and all other facilities necessary, desirable or convenient for the
conduct of mining, processing, and related operations on the Leased Claims;
(iii) The right, license and easement to construct and maintain on the Leased Claim pipelines, telephone lines, electric transmission lines,
transportation facilities for other utilities, and
the right to construct tlwreon facilities for the
operation and use of aircraft and the maintenance
thereof, and facilities for the operation and use
of radio and other communication facilities and
the maintenance thereof;
(iv) All rights of way, easements and other
rights of access of every kind and nature owned
by Lessor giving Lessor access to the Leased
Claims through, on or across the lands of others;
and
( v) All of Lessor's interest in and to all
water and water rights, ditches and ditch rights,
reservoirs and reservoir rights use in, on or upon
the Leased Claims or in connection therewith;
Provided, that this Lease and Lessee's rights hereunder
are subject to an existing oil and gas lease granted to
Mid America Minerals of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and
the rights, titles, claims and interests set forth in Ap-
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pendix B hereto. The Lessor RESERVES AND EXCEPTS from this Lease and Option to Purchase (herein
called "this Lease") all oil, gas and other minerals, of
any kind whatsoever, underlying the Leased Claims below the Green River formation, together with the right
of ingress and egress and the right to use so much of
thP surface as may reasonably he necessary to explore
for, develop, mine, remove and produce the reserved
exct>pted oil, gas and other minerals.
(h) If any of the claims described in Exhibit A are
surrPndered pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 8
hereof, such surrendered claims shall thereafter no
longer he considered a part of the Leased Claims.
2. PRIMARY TERM. The term of this lease shall
be for a period of fifteen (15) years commencing at
12 :00 o'clock noon on the day of exercise, and as long
thereafter as oil shale or other minerals are produced
from the Leased Claims, or any part thereof, in commercial qauntities.
3. For the purpose of this Lease the following definitions shall apply:
A. The term "Lease Year" shall mean the
period commencing February 1 of each year and
ending January 31 of the next succeeding year.
B. The term "Minimum Annual Royalties"
shall mean amounts payable to Lessor pursuant
to and as provided in subparagraph 3.1 hereof.
C. The term "Earned Royalties" shall mean
the amounts payable pursuant to and as provided
rn subparagraph 3.2 hereof.
llh

D. The term ''Patented Land'' shall mean
and be that part or portion of the Leased Claims
for which the United States of America has issued
or hereafter issues to Frederick H. Larson a
mineral patent.
E. The term "Unpatented Land" shall mean
that part or portion of the Leased Claims for
which a patent has not been issued to Frederick
H. Larson by the United States of America.
3.1 Lessee agrees to pay Lessor the following
amounts as Minimum Annual Royalties:
A. For the first Lease Year an amount equal
to $2.50 multiplied by the number of surface acres
of Patented Land contained in the Leased Claims
as of the first day of the first Lease Year.
B. For the second Lease Year an amount
equal to $3.50 multiplied by the number of surface
acres of Patented Land contained in the Leased
Claims as of the first day of the second Lease
Year.

C. For the third Lease Year an amount equal
to $4.50 multiplied by the number of surface acres
of Patented Land contained in the Leased Claims
as of the first day of the third Lease Year.
D. For the fourth and each subsequent Lease
Year an amount equal to $5.00 multiplied by the
number of surface acres of Patented Land contained in the Leased Claims as of the first day of
the applicable Lease Year.
Provided, that so long as this Lease remains in effect as
to any of the Leased Claims, the Minimum Annual Royalties payable pursuant to the provisions of paragraph
3.1 for any Lease Year shall not be less than the sum of
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$10,000.00 irrespectfre of the number of surface acres
of Patented Land contained in the Leased Claims.
3.2. If at any time the Lessee uses or utilizes any
part of the Unpatented Land contained in the Leased
Claims for waste dumps, mills, plants, ore dumps or storage sites, or if Lessee conducts mining operations or
other operations of any kind whatsoever on Unpatented
Lands, the surface acres of Unpatented Land so used or
utilized shall, for the purposes of calculating the Minim11m Annual Ro~ra1t~T payable Lessor hereunder, be considPred as and cleemed to be Patented Land.
3.3. Lessee agrees to pay Lessor, as Earned Royalty, an amount equal to two and one-half per cent (2Y2 %)
of the gross value of all crude shale oil or other oil extracted or removed by Lessee from oil shale or oil shale
formations contained in the Leased Claims; provided,
that if there is no market for shale oil or other oil in the
crude form and by reason thereof, or for any other reason, Lessee shall not sell shale oil or other oil in the crude
form, then Lessee shall pay Lessor, as Earned Royalty,
an amount equal to two and one-half per cent (2%%)
of the gross value of the first marketable product or
products derived by Lessee, directly or indirectly, from
processing or refining of crude shale oil or other oil.
Earned Royalties due hereunder shall be paid on or before the 20th day of each month for all shale oil or other
oil (or products thereof if not sold in crude form) produced and sold from the Leased Claims during the prereding calendar month.
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3.4. All Advance l\finimurn Annual Royalties paid
by Lessee to Lessor shall be credited against all Earned
Royalties payable hereunder.
3.5. Minimum Annual Royalties shall be payable
semi-annuall~r on the 15th dayR of February and August
of each Lease Year; provided, that such l\Iinirnnm A11nual Royalties shall become a firm obligation and accrued
as of the first day of the applicable Lease Year and no
surrender of any part of the Leased Claims or termination of this Lease made by Lessee subsequent to the first
day of the applicable Lease Year shall relieYe Lessee
of the obligation to pay the portion of the Minimnm
Annual Royalties which become payable as of the lMlt
da~r of August of said applicable Lease Year.

4. TAXES. Lessee agrees to pay all taxes levied
and assessed against the Leased Claims and/or the production therefrom before the date such taxes become delinquent.
5. ASSIGNMENT. If the interest of Lessor or
Lessee in the Leased Claims, or the royalties provided
for herein, or any part thereof, is assigned or otherwise
transferred (and the privilege of assigning is hereby reserved to each party), the covenants and conditions hereof shall be extended to and be binding upon the heirs,
executors, administrators, successors and assigns of the
transferee; but no transfer of ownership in the Leased
Claims, this instrument or advance of actual royalties
payable hereunder shall be binding upon Lessor or Lessee until copies of the instrument creating such transfer
are delivered to the other party.
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6. ENCUMBRANCES. Lessor consents and agrees
that Lessee may, but shall have no obligation to, pay and
discharge any valid mortgage, lien or encumbrance now
or hereafter existing against any part of the Leased
Claims and/or the production therefrom, resulting from
the act of Lessor, his agents, or employees. If Lessee
pa~rs and discharges any such mortgage, lien or encumhrance, Lessee shall be subrogated to the rights of any
holder or holders of the mortgage, lien or encumbrance
so paid and shall he entitled, at its option, to credit for
anr sum so applied against rentals or other monies, including the purchase price if the option to purchase is
rxercised, due and payable to Lessor, which right of subrogation shall be in addition to all other rights which
Lessee may have under this Lease or under law.
7. SURRENDER. Lease may, at any time, surrendrr this Lease as to any one or more of the Leased Claims
by delivering to Lessor a quitclaim deed conveying to
Lessor any such claim or claims to be so surrendered.
From and after date of surrender of any of the Leased
Claims, Lessee shall be relieved of all obligations contained herein with respect to the claims so surrendered,
except any accrued Minimum Annual Royalties or
Earned Royalties due and payable on account of oil shale
removed from the claims so surrendered prior to the
effective date of any such surrender.
8. REMOVAL OF IMPROVEMENTS. Lessee
shall have the right at any time during the term hereof
or within ninety (90) days after termination or expiration of this Lease (if at such time all royalties and other
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sums required to be paid by Lessee to Lessor under the
terms of this Lease shall have been paid) to remove any
and all property, including but not limited to any and all
buildings, structures, plants, shops, machinery and equipment, placed or used by Lessee on the Leased Claims during the term, or any extensions or renewals of the term
hereof, whether or not any such property was originally personalty but has under law become attached to
the land as a fixture or otherwise.
9. DEPOSITORY. The First National Bank of
Grand .Junction, Colorado, or its successor is hereby
name <las Lessor's agent to receive royalty payments arnl
all such royalty payments may be made by paying or tendering the same to Lessor or for Lessor's credit at said
Bank. Such Bank shall continue as depository of all
royalty payments hereunder during the term of this
Lease regardless of changes of ownership of said property, or the right to payment of royalties hereunder. If
at any time it appears that one or more persons who are
not parties to this Lease Agreement may be entitled to
any part of royalties payable hereunder, Lessee may
withhold all of said payments until such person or persons together with Lesesor shall deliver to Lessee a recordable instrument wherein such person or persons and
Lessor consen tto the terms of this Lease Agreement and
designate a mutually ac~eptable person or bank as agent
to receive all royalties and other payments due hereunder and execute division and transfer orders on behalf of Lessor and all of said persons and their respective
successors in title.
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10. LESSER INTEREST. In the event Lessor
owns less than the entire and undivided mineral estate
in and to the minerals leased hereunder, royalties and
other payments provided for herein shall be paid the
Lessor only in the proportion which Lessor's interest
hears to the entire mineral estate of the minerals subject
to this Lease.
l 1. INDEMNIFICATION. Lessee agrees to save
Lessor harmelss from and to indemnify him against any
1rnd all lawful claims for damages arising from any injuries or damage to persons or property resulting from
Lessee's operation of the Leased Calims and from and
agaiHst the claims of all workmen, mechanics and materialmen, and all other persons who may acquire rights
in the Leased Claims by reason of labor performed,
sevices rendered, or materials, supplies or equipment
incorporated in, on or under the Leased Claims at the
<lirection of Lessee, its employees or agents, or used in
connection with Lessee's operations thereon.
12. INSURANCE. Lessee shall at all times, during
the term of this Lease, insure at its sole cost and expense,
to each and every workman employed in, about or upon
the work, the compensation and benefits provided for in
and by each and every statute, rule or regulation applicable thereto with respect to Worwmen's Compensation,
Occupational Disease or Disability, and Employer's Liability; to pay and discharge or otherwise dispose of any
and all claims, liabilities, suits and demands of every
kind and nature whatsoever, for injury to or death of
persons and loss of or damage to property caused by or
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rn connection with the Lessee's operations or activities
on the Leased Claims; to procure and maintain, at th<'
sole cost and expense of Lessee, direct and contractual
bodily injury liability insurance and property damagr
liability insurance in a reputable and financially responsible insurance company, properly safeguarding Lessor
against direct and assumed liabilit~v for injuries to or
death of persons and loss of or damage to property in
amounts acceptable to Lessor, but in no event less than
$150,000.00 for injury to or death of any one person,
$350,000.00 for injuries to or death of two or more persons, and $50,000.00 for loss of or damage to property in
any one accident. Lessee shall also furnish Lessor written certificates from insurance carriers or from approprite governmental agencies verifying and establishing
that the insurance provided for in this paragraph has
been obtained, is being properly maintained, the pr<'miums therefor paid, and specifying the names of tlw
insurers and the respectiYe policy munhers and the expiration elates thereof. All such policies of insuranre shall
provide (unless by statute applicable thereto it is otherwise provided) that in the event of cancellation thereof.
written notice of such cancellation shall he gfren to Lessor at least fifteen (15) days prior to the effectiYe date
of cancellation.
13. DEFAULT. If Lessee fails to make any payment herein required or fails to comply with any of its
other obligations and covenants contained herein, Lessor
may notify Lessee, in writing, setting forth in detail thr
covenants and conditions of this Lease ·which Lessee has
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failed to pereform. Lessee shall then have a period of
thirty (30) days after receipt of such notice within which
to perform or commence to perform the covenants or
conditions specified in said notice and unless, within such
~10-day period, Lessee shall perform or commence to perform the covenants and conditions specified in said noticr, this Lease shall be terminated. If Lessee performs
the coYenants and conditions specified in said notice within said 30-day period, or if Lessee commences to perform
said covenants and conditions within said 30-day period
and thereafter completes the performance of said covenauts and conditions with reasonable diligence, this
Lease shall continue in full force and effect. Service of
the notice referred to in this paragraph shall be a condition precedent to the commencement of any legal proceedings by Lessor under this Lease efor any cause and
no such proceedings shall be commenced until the lapse
of the aforementioned 30-day period.
14. NOTICES. Any notices provided for herein
shall be sufficient if given in writing by certified or registered mail with return receipt requested, or delivered
personally and a signed receipt therefor is obtained. All
notices shall be addressed to:
LESSOR.: Frederick H. Larson
Dorothy H. Larson
350 Alma Real Drive
Pacific Palisades, California
LESSEE: The Oil Shale Corporation
45 Rockefeller Plaza
Ne'v York 20, New York
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The parties may change the person to whom notices
are to be addressed or the address of a recipient by giving the other party written notice of such change. Notices shall be deemed given when personally delivered to
the parties or, if mailed, when such notice is placed in
the United States mail, registered or certified with return receipt requested, properly addressed and hearing
proper and sufficient postage.
15. OBLIGATION TO PRODUCE. No statement
contained in this Lease shall he construed by implication
or otherwise to obligate Lessee to mine or produce ml)'
oil shale or other metal or metallierous substances from
the Leased Claims during the term hereof or any extensions or renewals.
16. LESSEE'S OPERATIONS. Lessee agrees to
conduct all of its operations on the Leased Claims in a
good and workmanlike manner and in compliance with all
applicable laws, rules, regulations and orders of any
state or federal authority having jurisdiction oYer such
operations.
17. PATENT PROCEEDINGS: lessee will, at its
own expense and icith due diligence in the light of its
experience in patenting procedures, to attempt to carry
all the unpatented placer mining claims to patent and
the sharehloders will agree to execute all documents and
permissions and to proi:ide all reasonable assistance to
TOSCO required by that effort. TOSCO 1cill have the
right to drop any of the unpatented rlaims which it
deems to be unpatentable or uneconomical, but the share20h

l!olrlers shall hai-e the right to attempt to carry to patent
any claims so dropped by TOSCO.

18. OPTION TO PURCHASE. At any time during the term of this Lease, or any extension or renewal
hr>reof, Lessee shall have the right and option to purrhase all of the Leased Claims. The purchase price will
be computed on the formula basis: The present worth of
the recocera.ble amount of oil, at'5c per barrel, discounted
nrcr 20 yPars at a rate of 12%.
18.1. The Leased Claims purchased by Lessee under
these paragraphs 18 and 18.1 shall be conveyed to Lessee,
or its nominee, by deed which shall contain warranties
of Lessor wherein said Lessor shall warrant title to such
Leased Claims only against persons or corporations
rlaiming by, through or under Lessor and such deed shall
he subject to all rights, titles, claims and interests specified in Par. 1 (a) hereof, and shall reserve and except to
Lessor the same and like minerals and rights as are resr>rved and excepted from this Lease in Par. 1 (a) hereof.
19. CONSTRUCTION. When necessary for proper
ronstruction, the masculine of any word used in this
Agreement shall include the feminine and neuter genders,
and thP singular, the plural and vice versa. The entire
Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws
of the State of Utah.
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IN -WITNESS -WHEREOF the parties hereto have
executed these presents the day and year first abo,-e
written.
Frederick H. Larson
Dorothy H. Larson

LESSOR

THE OIL SHALE CORPORATION
BY--------------------------------------------------------------------

President

A'l1TEST:
Secretary
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LESSEE

sTxn:

I

OF CALIFORNIA

('O(Tl\'J'Y OF LOS ANGELES Jss.
On the ---------------- day of ------------------------------------• 196 ______ ,

<·rso1rnll>· appeared before me FREDERICK H. LARSOJ\ a11cl DOROTHY H. LARSON, the signers of the
ah(l\"P

iHstrument, who duly acknowledged to me that

i ]}('~- exeeutecl the same.
~[~-

Commission expires:
Notary Public

STATE OF NEW YORK}
('OFXTY OF

SS.

On the ________________ day of ------------------------------------· 196 ______ ,
Jlersonally appeared before me H. I. KOOLSBERGEN,
who !wing- b>· me duly sworn did say that he is the President of THE OIL SHALE CORPORATION, and that
said instrument was signed in behalf of said corporation hy Resolution of its Board of Directors, and said
H. I. Koolshergen acknowledged to me that said corporation 0xecnted the same.
:\! ~- Commission expires:

Notary Public
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EXHIBIT A
TO
MINING LEASE AND OPTION TO

PURCHASE~

UNP ATENTED CLAIMS
TO\VNSHIP 9 SOUTH, RANGE 24 EAST, S.LM.
Section 36: SE% ............................................ Davis 18

10 SOUTH, RANGE 24 EAST, S.L.M.
1 : NE 14 ............................................ A lois 1
1: SEl/1- ............................................ Alois 2
12: NE 14 ............................................ Alois 45
12: SE14 ---······--·······-·························Alois
46
12: sw14 ----···------·-···-·······-··············--·Alois
47
rn: NE% ............................................ Alois 49
13: SE% ............................................ Alois 50
13: sw14 ·······---·-······-······--·················Alois
51
13: NWlh ···-········-----------········-·········-Alois
52
14: NEl/1- ········--·····--····-·····-··-·············Alois
53
14: SE14 ··-·······-····--·-·······-·················Alois
54
23 : NEl)i ······-···········-·······-····-······-·····Aloi
89
23: SElh ········------------------···············--·Alois
90
23: sw14 ------------------------········-···········Alois
91
24: NEl)i -------------------··-···············-······Alois
93
24: SEl)i. ----···-·-················-···-·············Alois
94
24: sw14 --------------------------------------------Alois 95
24: NWl,4 ----------------------------·······-······Alois
96

TO"\Y~SHIP

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

TOWNSHIP 9 SOUTH, RANGE 25 EAST, S.L.M.
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

32:
33:
33:
28:
28:
33:
35:

Lots 8, 9, 10 .................................. Shale 2
Lots 2, 3, 8, 9 ................................ Shale 3
NE% ··-·····----·--·····························Shale
4
sw14 --------------------------------------------Shale 5
SElh -------------·······-···--------------------Shale 6
Lots 4, 5, 6, 7 --------------------------------Shale 25
SWl/1 ----------------······----··········Lucky
Bill 1
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TOWt\SHIP 9 SOUTH, RANGE 25 EAST, S.L.M.
(Continued)
Rection 35: SE1/i ____________________________________ Luckv Bill 2
Section 36: Lots 3, 4 and W% sw114- ___ Luck~T Bill 3
Section 33: SW 1/i. (Lots 2, 3, 8, 9) _______________:Almo 1
Section 32: SEl/i (Lots 8, 9, 10) ____________________ Almo 2
Rertion 33: SFWi (Lots 4, 5, 6, 7) __________________ Almo 3
Section 28: SE1/i ______________________________________________ Alamo 8
Section 28: SW% ____________________________________________ Alamo 9
Section 31: NW% ____________________________________________ Davis 20
Section 30: S"W1/i (Lots 9, 10, 11, 12) ________ Davis 21
Section 30: SE% (Lots 6, 7, 8, 13, 14) ________ Davis 22
Section 30: NE lit. ____________________________________________ Davis 23
Section 19: SE\'.t. ____________________________________________ Davis 24
Section 20: SW% ____________________________________________ Davis 25
Section 20: Sl/:2NE11t. ______________________________________ Davis 26
Section 24: W%SW1!1. ________________________ Last Chance 1
Section 25: "'\V%NW1!1. ________________________ Last Chance 1
Section 24: E1hSW1/i. (Lot 6) __________ Last Chance 2
Section 25: E%NW% (Lots 1, 2) ______ Last Chance 2
Section 25: E%SW1!1. (Lots 3, 4) ______ Last Chance 3
Section 36: E1hNW1)i. (Lots 1, 2) ______ Last Chance 3
Section 20: SE lit. ________________________________________ McRae 78
Section 21: NEl!I. ________________________________________ McRae 81
Section 21: SEl!I. ________________________________________ McRae 82
Section 21 : SWl/i. ________________________________________ McRae 83
Section 21 : NWllt. ________________________________________ McRae 84
Section 29: NE lit. ________________________________________ McRae 113
Section 29: SEl!I. ________________________________________ McRae 114
Section 29: SW% (Lots 1, 2, 3, 4) ___________ JVIcRae 115
Section 9 : NW14 ________________________________________ McRae 116
Section 30: SE1/i. (Lots 6, 7, 8, 13, 14) .... McRae 118
Section 31: NE% (Lots 1, 2, 3) ________________ McRae 121
Section 31 : SE% ----------------------------------------McRae 122
Section 31 : sw111. ----------------------------------------McRae 123
Section 32: NE% (Lots 1, 2, 6, 7) ____________ McRae 125
Section 32 : SW% ----------------------------------------McRae 127
Section 32: NW% (Lots 3, 4, 5) _______________ J\foRae 128
Section 33 : NWllt ________________________________________ McRae 132
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TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 25 EAST, S.L.~L
Section 5: NE 14 __________________________________________ Alamo 4
Section 5: SE 14 __________________________________________ Alamo 5
Section 5; SW% _______ --------------------------------- Alamo 6
Section 33; NEl/1 __________________________________________ Alamo 7
Section 4: N'\Vl/i __________________________________________ Alamo 12
Section 4: SWl/i __________________________________________ Alamo 13
Section 8: NEl/i __________________________________________ Alamo 14
Section 5: Lots 1 and 2, ~PhNElk _____________ Slrnle 1
Section 8: NE14 ___________________________________________ .Shale 18
Section 5: sw14 ------------------------------ _____________ Shale Hl
Section 5: SE% ____________________________________________ Slrnle 20
Section 4: NWl/1 ______________________________________ Slrnle 23
Section 4: S\V14 ____________________________________________ Shale 24
Section 9: NWl/1 __ '. _______________________________________ S1rn1e 27
Section 11: Wl/2 E1;;2 ________________________________ Luck~T Ri11 4
Section 11 : El/:? Wl/z ________________________________ Lucky Bill 5
Section J 1: Wl/2 Wl/2 ________________________________ Lucky Ri11 6
Section 9: Wl/2 ________________________ Davis 1 and DaYis 2
Section 35: Wl/2 Wl/2 ______________________________ Hell Hole 1
Section 35: El/z Wl/z ________________________________ Hell Hole 2
Section 35: Wl/2El/2 ______________________________ Hell Hole 3
Section 35: E1hE1/2 ________________________________ Hell Hole 4
Section 36: Wl/2 Wl/2 ______________________________ Hell Hole :i
Section 36: Lots ], 2, 3 and 4 __________________ Hell Hole 6
Section 27: E1h, E1h W1h ______________ Hell Hole 7, 8, 0
Section 26: Wl/2Wlh ______________________________ Hell Hole 10
Section 26: E1h Wl/z ________________________________ Hell Hole 11
Section 26: Wl/zElh _____________________________ Hell Hole 12
Section 26: E1hE1/2 ________________________________ Hell Hole 13
Section 25: \Vl/z Wl/z ______________________________ Hell Hole 14
Section 25: Lots J, 2, 3, 4 ________________________ Hell Hole 15
Section 22: All ____________________ Hell Hole 16, 17, 18, HJ
Section 23: All ____________________ Hell Hole 20, 21, 22, 23
Section 24: Wl/2Wl/z ______________________________ Hell Hole 24
Section 24: Lots 1, 2, 3, 4 ________________________ Hell Hole 2G
Section 15: All _____________________ Hel1 Hole 26, 27, 28, 29
Section 14: All ______________________ Hell Hole 30, 31, 32, 3:1
Section 13: Wl/z Wlh ______________________________ Hell Hole 34
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TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 25 EAST, S.L.M.
(('011tinucd)
Hedi on 10: S1;2SE1/i, S1;2NE1,4SE1!t-,
S%NW%SE1,4,
NW 1/t,NWl/iSE1/i ______ Hell Hole 40, 41
Section 11: E%E1h ________________________________ Hell Hole 42
St•etion 13: Lots 1, 2, 3, 4 ________________________ Hell Hole 35
Seetion 12: W1h Wl/2 ______________________________ Hell Hole 43
Neetion 12: Lots 1, 2, 3, 4 ________________________ Hell HolP 44
S0etion 2: All ______________________ Hell Hole 45, 46, 47, 48
Sc>ction 1: vV% W% (Lot 2, sw14
of NW% and W1h
of SWl/1 ________________________ Hell Hole 49
Section 1 : Lots 1, 3, 4, !) ________________________ Hell Hole 50
SPction :n: W1hE1h _________________________ Raven Dome 1
Seetion 31: El/2E1h __________________________ Raven Dome 2
Section 32: W1h W% ________________________ Raven Dome 3
St•ction 32: E% W1h __________________________ Raven Dome 4
Section 32: WY2E% __________________________ Raven Dome 5
Seetion 32: El/2E1h __________________________ Raven Dome 6
Section 33: Wl/2 W1h __________________________ Raven Dome 7
Section 33: E1h \Vl/2 __________________________ Raven Dome 8
Section 33: vV1/2 E% __________________________ Raven Dome 9
SPction 33: E%El/2 __________________________ Raven Dome 10
SPction 34: W"l/2 Wl/2 ________________________ Raven Dome 11
Section 34: E% Wl/2 __________________________ Raven Dome 12
Section 34: W%E1h __________________________ Raven Dome 13
Section 34: El/2 E% __________________________ Raven Dome 14
Seetion 18: NEl1~ _____________________________________________ Best 69
Sedion 18: SE14 _____________________________________________ Best 70
Seetion 18: sw14 ______________________________________________ Best 71
Section 18: NWl,4 ______________________________________________ Best 72
Section 19: NE14 ______________________________________________ Best 73
Section 19: SEl)i ______________________________________________ Best 74
S0etion 19: sw14 ______________________________________________ Best 75
Section 19: N\V14 ______________________________________________ Best 76
Section 16: N1h of NW~4 of NE1/t- __________________ Irene 1
Seetion 16: Sl/2 of sw14 of NE1/t- __________________ Irene 2
Sedion 16: N1h of SE"l,4 of NE%--------------------Irene 3
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TOvVNSHIP 10 SOU'l'H, RANGE 25 EAST, S.L.M.
(Continued)
Section 16: Sl/:2 of SE1;4 of NE1Ji ____________________ Irene 4
Section 27: Wl/2 Wl/z ________________________________________ Alta 1
Section 28: E%E% __________________________________________ Alta 2
Sertion 28: \Vl/:2E% __________________________________________ Alta 3
Section 28: E% W% __________________________________________ Alta 4
Section 28: 'V% W% ________________________________________ Alta G
Section 29: El/zElh __________________________________________ Alta 6
Section 29: W%El/2 __________________________________________ Alta 7
Section 29: E%El/2 __________________________________________ Alta 8
Section 29: Wl/z Wl/z ________________________________________ Alta 9
Section 21 : SE1;4 ______________________________________________ Alta 10
Section 21: SW1h ______________________________________________ Alta 11
Sertion 20: SEl/~ ______________________________________________ Alta 12
Section 20: SW% ______________________________________________ Alta 13
Section 30: El/2 El/2 __________________________________________ Alta 17
Sertion 30: W%El/:2 __________________________________________ Alta 18
Section 30: El/2 Wl/2 __________________________________________ Alta 19
Section 30: \V% Wl/z ________________________________________ Alta 20
Section 31: NW~4 ______________________________________________ Alta 21
TOWNSHIP 11 SOUTH, RANGE 25 EAST, S.L.M.

Section 1: Lot 6, sw·11i of NWl!t and
W1h of SWl)i ________________ Oil Dome
Section 1 : Lot 5, SE 1,4 of NW%
and Elh of SWl,4. _________ 0il Dome
Section 1: Lots 4, 7, 14, 15 ____________________ 0il Dome
Section 1 : Lots 3, 8, 13, 16 ____________________ 0il Dome
Section 1: Lots 2, 9, 12, 17 ____________________ 0il Dome
Section 1: Lots 1, 10, 11, 18__________________ 0il Dome
Sectio11 12: Lots 1, 8, 9, 16 ______________________ 0il Dome
Section 12: Lots 2, 7, 10, 15 ____________________ 0il Dome
Section 12: Lots 3, 6, 11, 14 ____________________ 0il Dome
Section 12: Lots 4, 5, 12, 13 ____________________ 0il Dome
Section 12: El/z W% ________________________________ Oil Dome
Section 12: Wl/2 W% ______________________________ Oil Dome
Section 23: SE lit _________________________________ .Shale Park
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1
2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9
10
11
12
1

'I'OWNSHIP 11 SOUTH, RANGE 25 EAST, S.L.M.
(Continued)
Section 24: SW% ________________________________ Shale
Section 24: SEl/i, (Lots 11, 12,
13, 14) __________________________ Shale
Section 25: NEl,4, (Lots 3, 4,
5, 6) ______________________________ Shale
Section 25: NWl)i_ ________________________________ Shale
Section 26: NEl,4 __________________________________ Shale
Section 26: NW% ________________________________ Shale
Section 23: Sl/:!SW 1/i __________________________ Shale
Section 24: NE%, (Lots 3, 4,
5, 6) ______________________________ Shale
Section 24: NWl,4 ________________________________ Shale
Section 23: NEl!i __________________________________ Shale
Section 13: NW% _______________________________ .Shale
Section 13: SW1/i ________________________________ Shale
Section 25: sw14 ________________________________ Shale
Section 26: SEl,4 __________________________________ Shale
Section 13: SE1)i., (Lots 11,
12, 13, 14) ____________________ Shale
Section 13: NEl)i., (Lots 3, 4,
5, 6) ______________________________ Shale
Section 13: Lots 1, 2, 7, s____________________ Shale
Section 13: Lots 9, 10, 15, 16 ______________ Shale
Section 24: Lots 1, 2, 7, s______________________ Shale
Section 24: Lots 9, 10, 15, 16 ______________ Shale
Section 25: Lots 1, 2, 7, s______________________ Shale

Park

2

Park

3

Park 4
Park 5
Park 6
Park 7
Park 8
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park

9
10
11
17
18
19
20

Park 21
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park

22
23
24
25
26
27

'rOWNSHIP 12 SOUTH, RANGE 25 EAST, S.L.M.
Section 24: NWl/i ____________________________________ Chief Atchee
Section 24: SW1/i ____________________________________ Chief Atchee
Section 25: NWl)i_ __________________________________ Chief Atchee
St>cvtion 25: SWl/i __________________________________ Chief Atchee
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OPTION
THIS AGREEMENT, made as of the ____________ <lay of
--------------------------------, 196 ____ , between FRED V. LARSON
an<l ETHEL B. LARSON, hereinafter referred to aR
Optionor, and The Oil Shale Corporation, hereinafter
ref erred to as Optionei>,
WITNESSF.;TH:
For and in consideration of the sum of $5,000.00
paid to Fn>d Y. Larson and tlw snm of $5,000.00 1iaid to
F]thel B. Larson and other good and Yaluahle considerntion, the n•ceipt and adequacy of which are hereh~- acknowledged, Optionor hereby grants to Optionee thl'
exclusin' option to lease the patented placer mining
claims (herein called "the Claims") described in thl'
:'.\lining Lease and Option to Purchase (hereinafter called
"the Lease") attached hereto as Exhihit A. 'l'he LPaSL'
shall he in the form of Exhibit A and shall eontain the
optiou to purchase set forth thereb1 and shall lw subject
to the resen·ations, rights, titles, claims and leases specified on pages 1 and 2 of the Lease.
1. TERM. This Option shall commence as of 12
o'clock noon on the date hereof and shall expire at 12
o'clock noon six months thereafter.
2. PURCHASE. At any time during the term of
this Option or at any time during the term of the Lease,
or any renewal or extension thereof, if the option herein
granted is exercised, Optionee shall haYe the right to
30h

pun·hasc the Claims at the price a11d upon the same
terms and conditions as are set forth in the option to
purchase contained in the Lease.
3. TITLE DOCUMENTS. Immediately upon exerntion of this Agreement, Optionor wi11 deliver to Optioncc such abstracts of title, copies of title opinions,
maps, plats, geological and engineering reports, patent
a pp1ira lions, briefs, opinions, correspondence, and other
writings relating to the Claims then in the possession
or eontro] of Optionor and '"hieh are reqne~ted hy
Optionee. In the event Option0e does not elect to exercise
tl1e option granted in this instrument, any and al1 documents rlelivered to Optionee pursuant to this paragraph
sha11 be returned to Optionor within thirty (30) days
after the expiration date of the option granted herein.
4. EVALUATION. Optionor grants to Optionee
the right during the term of this Option to enter upon
the Claims for the purpose of conducting thereon exploratory and/or development work, including the right
to construct drifts, adits, shafts and tunnels, access
roads, drill sites, electric power and telephone facilities,
radio towers and other radio facilities, camp sites, air
strips and housing facilities. Optionor grants to Optionee
the further right during the term of this Option to remove from the Claims so much oil shale and to perform
such work as, in the opinion of Optionee, is necessary to
evaluate the oil shale deposits contained in the ]ands
ro,·ered by the Claims and to determine the feasibility
of extracting oi] shale therefrom. If the option is not
exercised, Optionee agrees to furnish Optionor with
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copies of all drilling ancl other data ohtainecl or aC'quired
by Optionee with respect to the Claims.
5. INDEMNIFICATION. Optionec agrees to i11demnify and save Optionor harmless from and against
any and all lawful elaims for expense, loss, liahilit~· or
damages arising from an~- injuries ( incluclii1g death) or
damage to persons or propert~· resulting from Optionee 's
operations on the Claims and also from and against any
and all expenses or liability incurred by reason of tlw
liens of workmen, mechanics and materialmen and all
other persons or corporations who may arquire lit>n~
agains the Claims by reason of labor p0rf orml'<l, serYirr~
rendered, or materials, supplies or equipment incorporated in, or under the Claims at the dirC'ction of Optionee,
its employees or agents, or in connection with Optionee 's
operations or actiYities on or about the Claims.
6. INSURANCE. Optionee shall, at all times during the term of this Option, (a) insure at its sole cost and
expense, to each and eYery workman C'mplo~·ed in, about
or upon the Claims, the compensation and benefits provided for in and by each and every applicable statntr,
rulC' or regulation relating to Workmen's Compensation,
Occupational Disease or Disability, and Employer's
Liability; ( b) pay and discharge or otherwise dispose
of an~· and all claims, liabilities, suits and demands, of
every kind and nature whatsoever, for injury to or death
of persons and loss of or damage to property caused by
or in connection with the Optionee 's operations or actiYities on the Claims; and ( c) procure and maintain, at
the sole cost and expense of Optionee, direct an<l con-
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tractual hodily injury liability insurance and pro1wrty
damage liability insurance issued hy reputahle and finan('ially responsible insurance company or companies, proprrly safeguarding Optionor against direct and assumed
liability for injuries to or death of persons and loss of
or damage to property in amounts acceptable to Optio11or, hut in no event less than $150,000.00 for injury to
or death of any one person, $350,0000.00 for injuries to
or d0ath of two or more persons, and $50,000.00 for loss
of or damage to property in any one incident. Optionee
slwll also furnish Optionor written c0rtificates from i11snrancc carriers or from appropriate GoYernment agenri('s vPrifying and establishing that the insurance pro,.i<l('d for in this paragraph has been obtained, is being
properly maintained, the premiums therefore paid, and
sperifying the names of the insurors and the respective
policy numbers and the expiration dates thereof. All
snch policies of insurance shall provide (unless by statute
applicable thereto it is otherwise provided) than in the
event of cancellation thereof, written notice of such
rancellation shall be given to Optionor at least fifteen
(lG) days prior to the effective date of cancellation.
7. NOTICES. All notices proYided for herein shall
110 sufficient if given in writing and mailed by registered
mail with return receipt requested to the parties at the
following addresses:
Fred V. Larson
Ethel B. Larson
14960 Alva Drive
Pacific Palisades, California
OPTIONOR
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'11 he Oil Shale Corporation

45 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, New York
OPTIONEE
or if delivered personally and a receipt is signed therefor
either by the person to whom addressed or by an officer
of a corporate addressee.
8. ASSIGNMENT. The interest of each of the
parties hereto may be asigned at any time in whole or in
part. The provisions hereof shall be binding upon and
inure to the benefit of the successors, assigns, heirs and
personal representatives of the parties.
9. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.
Optionor represents and warrants that he is the owner
of good and merchantable title to the Claims, free and
clear of all conflicting rights, titles, claims, interests,
liens and encumbrances, except the rights, if any, of thosP
persons who claim an interest in a portion of the surface
of the Claims. The names of such persons, the nature of
their claims, and a description of the lands affected
thereby, are attached hereto as Exhibit B. Delivery of
the common stock referred to in Paragraph One of
Exhibit A is subject to delivery to Optionee of appropriate in,vestme11.t representations from the Optionor and
subject to such other terms and conditions as may, in the
opinion of Optionee's counsel, be required for compliance
1cith Federal Securities laws.
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lN WITNESS WHEREOF, we haYe exeeuted this
doeurneut on the clay and year first above written.
Fred V. Larson
Ethel B. Larson

OPTIONOR

THE OIL SHALE CORPORATION

By

President
OPTIONEE

A'l'TEST:
Secretary
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---STATE OF CALIFORNIA

}ss.

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
On the -------------- day of ------------------------------------------, 196 ... _
personally appeared before me Fred V. Larson and
Ethel B. Larson, the signers of the above im;trument,
who duly acknowledged to me that they executed the
same.
"'.\[y Commission expires:
Notary Puhlic
Residing at

STATE OF NEW YORK}
COUNTY OF

SS.

On the ____________ day of ____________________________________________ , 196 ....
personally appeared before me H. I. Koosbergen, who
being by me duly sworn did say that he is the President
of The Oil Shale Corporation, and that said instrument
was signed in behalf of said corporation by Resolution
of its Board of Directors, and said H. I. Koolsbergen
acknowledged to me that said corporation executed the
same.
My Commission expires :
Notary Public
Residing at
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EXHIBIT A
MINING LEASE
AND
OPTION TO PURCHASE
THIS LEASE executed on this ________________ day of
------------------------------------, 196 .... , between FRED V. LARSON
and E'rHEL B. LARSON (hereinafter ref erred to as
"Lessor") and THE OIL SHALE CORPORATION
(}wreinafter referre<l to as "Lessee").
1. LF,ASE. (a). For and in consideration of the
royalties to be paid by Lessee, and the delivery to Fred
V. Larson of 1250 shares of the common stock of The
Oil Shale Corporation by Lessee, and the delivery to
Ethel B. Larson of 1250 shares of the comon stock of
The Oil Shale Corporation by Lessee, and other good and
rnluahle consideration, Lessor hereby leases to Lessee
the patented placer mining claims situated in Uintah
County, Utah, described in the list attached hereto as
Exhibit A, which are hereinafter referred to as "the
Leased Claims,'' for the purpose of exploring, developiug, mining and operating the Leased Claims and of extracting, processing and removing therefrom for sale
or further processing and sale all oil shale, products
derived therefrom, and other minerals, metals, and
metalliferous and non-metalliferous substances in, on
or under the Leased Claims, except oil, gas and all other
minerals lying below the Green River formation. To
the extent the Lessor has the right to grant the same,
Le8sor hereby grants to Lessee:
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( i) The right to use so much of the surface
of said land as may be reasonably necessary,
desirable or convenient for the conduct of Lessee '8
operations on the Leased Claims;
(ii) The right, license and easement to construct and maintain buildings, shops, plants and
structures of all kinds, to construct and mai11tai11
roads and roadways, ore bins, shafts, inclines,
tunnels, drifts, adits, open pits, waste dumps, ore
stockpiles and any and all other facilities 11ecessary, desirable or co1wenient for the conduct of
mining, processing, a11d related opcrations 011 ti)('
Leased Claims;
(iii) 'l'he right, license and casement to construct and maintain on the Leased Claims pipelines, telephone lines, electric transmission lines,
transportation facilities for other utilities, and
the right to construct thereon facilities for the
operation and use of aircraft a11d the maintenance
thereof, and facilities for the operation and use
of radio and other communication facilities and
the maintenance thereof;
(iv) All rights of way, easements and other
rights of access of every kind and nature owned
by Lessor giving Lessor ac<'.ess to the Leased
Claims through, on or across the lands of others;
and
( v) All of Lessor's interests in and to all
water and water rights, ditches and ditch rights,
reservoirs and reservoir rights used in, on or
upon the Leased Claims or in connection therewith;
Provided, that
are subject to
Mid America
RESERVING

this Lease and Lessee's
an existing oil and gas
Minerals of Oklahoma
AND EXCEPTING to
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rights hereu11<ler
lease granted to
City, Oklahoma.
Lessor, and the

suecessors m interest of Lessor, all oil, gas and other
minerals, of any kind whatsoever, underlying the Leased
Claims below the Green River formation, together with
the right of ingress and egress and the right to use so
much of the surface as may reasonably be necessary to
explore for, develop, mine, remove and produce the rcservccl oil, gas and other minerals.
(h). If any of the claims described m Exhibit A
are surrendered pursuant to the provisions of paragraph
8 hereof, such surrendered claims shall no longer be
considered a part of the Leased Claims.
2. PRIMARY TERM. The term of this lease shall
he for a period of fifteen ( 15) years commencing at 12 :00
o'clock noon on the day of exercise and as long thereafter as oil shale or other minerals are produced from
the Leased Claims, or any part thereof, in commercial
quantities.
3. For the purpose of this lease the following definitions shall apply:
A. The term ''Lease Year'' shall mean the
period commencing February 1 of each year and
ending .Jan nary 31 of the next succeeding year.
B. The term ''Minimum Annual Royalties''
shall mean amounts payable to Lessor pursuant
to and as provided in subparagraph 3.1 hereof.
C. The term "Earned Royalties" shall mean
the amounts payable pursuant to and as provided
in subparagraph 3.2 hereof.
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3.1 Lessee agrees to pay Lc>ssor the following
amounts as Minimum Annual Royalties:
A. For the first Lease Year an amo1111t <'qual
to $2.50 multiplied by the number of surf ace acres
contained in the Leased Claims.
B. For the second Lease Y car an amount
c>qual to $3.50 multiplied by the number of surface acres contained in the> portion of tlw LeaRed
Olaims which are subject to the JH'O'.-isions of this
lease as of the first da~- of the second Lease Y car.
C. For the third Lease Year an amount equal
to $4.50 multiplied b~- thP number of surface acn•s
contained in the portion of the Leased Claims
which are subject to the provisions of this lease
as of the first da~- of thP third Lc>ase Year.
D. For the fourth and each subsequent LeaRe
Year an amount equal to $5.00 multiplied by the
number of acres contained in the Leased Claims
which are subj0ct to the provisions of this lease
as of the first day of the applicable Lease Year.
Provided, that in no event shall Mi11imum AnnualRoyalties payable pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 3.1
he less than the sum of $2,075.00 irrespective of the number of surface acres contained in the Leased Claims
subject to this lease.
3.2 Lessee agrees to pay Lessor, as Earned Royalty,
an amount equal to two and one-half percrnt ( 21/~ '7c)
of the gross value of all crude shale oil or oth«>r oil
extracted or removed hy Lessee from oil shale or oil
shale formations contained in the Leased Claims; provided, that if there is no market for shale oil or other
oil in the crude form and by reason thereof, or for any
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other reaso11, Lessee shall not sell shale oil or other oil
in the crude form, then Lessee shall pay Lessor, as
F:arnrd Royalty, an amount equal to two and one-half
pnecnt (2V:!%) of the gross value of the first marketahlr product or products derived by Lesser, directly or
i11<l i rt>dl~·, from processing or refining of crude shale
oil or other oil. Earned Royalties due hereunder shall
be paid on or before the 20th day of each month for all
slialle oil or other oil (or products thereof if not sold
in crude form) produced and sold from the Leased Claims
dnri11g tlw preceding calendar month.
3.3 All advance Minimum Annual Royalties paid
by Lessee to Lessor shall be credited against all Earned
Ro~·alties payable hereunder.

3.4 Minimum Annual Royalties shall be payable
semi-annually on the 15th days of February and August
of each Lrase Y car; provided, that such Minimum Annual Royalties shall become a firm obligation as of the
first day of the applicable Lease Year and no surrender
of any part of the Leased Claims or termination of the
lease made by Lessee subsequent to the first day of the
applicable Lease Year shall relieve Lessee of the obligation to pay the portion of the Minimum Annual Royalties
which become payable as of the 15th day of August of
the applicable Lease Year.
4. TAXES. Lessee agrees to pay all taxes levied

aud assessed against the Leased Claims and/or the production therefrom before the date such taxes became
delinquent.
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5. ASSIGNMENT. If the interest of Lessol' or
Lessee i11 the Leased Claims, or the royalties provi<k'd
for herein, or any part thereof, is assigned or otlwrwise
transferred (and the privilege of assigning is hereby
resen·ed to each party), the covenants and conditions
hereof shall be extended to and he himling upo11 the heirs,
executors, administrators, sucressors and assigns of the
transferee; but no transfer of ownership in the Lrased
Claims, this instrument or advance or actual royalties
payable hereunder shall he binding upon Lessol' or
Lessee until copies of the instrumrnt creati11g- sud1 transfel' are delivered to the other party.
6. ENCUMBRANCES. Lessor C'onsents and agrees
that Les;.;ee may, hut shall have 110 obligation to, pay and
<lisrharge an~- ,·alid mortgage, lien or enrumbrance l!O\\'
or hereafter existing against any part of the Leasrcl
Claims and/or the production tlwrefrom, resulting- from
the act of Lessor, his agents or emplo~·res. Tf Lesse<'
pays and discharges any such mortgage, lien or encumbrance, Lessee shall be subrogated to the rights of
any holder or holders of the mortgage, lien or <'11rumbrance so paid and shall be entitled, at ih; option,
to credit for any sum so applied against rentals or other
monies, including the purchase price if the option to
purchase is exercised, due and payable to Lessor, whirh
right of subrogation shall he in addition to all other
rights which Lessee may have under this lease or urnler
law.

7. SURRENDER. Lessee ma~-, at any time, surrender this lease as to any one or more of the Leased
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Claims hy delivering to Lessor a quitclaim deed conveying to Lessor any such claim or claims to be so surrendered. From and after date of surrender of any of
thP L('/lsed Claims, Lessee shall be reli<>ved of all obligations contained herein with respect to the claims so surrc11dcrcd, except any Earned Royalties due and payable
on al'eount of oil shale removed from the claims so surrcudcred prior to the effectiYe date of such surrender.
8. REMOVAL OF IMPROVEMENTS. Lessee
shall have the right at any time within ninety (90) days
after termination or expiration of this lease (if at sueh
time all royalties and other sums required to be paid by
LesscC' to Lessor under the terms of this lease shall han'
been paid) to remove any and all property, including
hut not limited to any and all buildings, structures,
plants, shops, machinery and equipment, placed or used
by Lessee on the Leased Claims during the term, or any
extensions or renewals of the term hereof, whether or
not any such property was originally personalty but has
under law become attached to the land as a fixture or
otherwise.
9. DEPOSITORY. The First National Bank of
Grand Junction, Colorado, or its successor is hereby
nam<>d as Lessor's agent to reeeive royalty payments
and all such royalty payments may be made by paying
or tendering the same to Lessor or for Lessor's credit
at said bank. Such bank shall continue as depository of
all royalty paym<>nts hereunder during the term of this
lease regardless of changes of ownership of said property, or the right to payment of royalties hereunder. If
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at any time it appears that one or more persons who an•
not parties to this lease agreement may he entitled to
an~· part of the royalties payable hereunder, Lessee may
withhold all of said payments until such pernoll or perHons together "-ith Lessor shall dclin•r to Lessee a rceordable instrument wherein sneh 1wrso11 or pers011s mid
Lessor consent to the terms of this lease agreement arnl
designate a mutually acceptable person or hank as agent
to reeeive all royalties an<l other payments duP hereurnler
and execute division and transfer orders on heha1f of
Lessor and all of said perso11s and their respcdive sncrrssors in title.
11. LESSER INTEREST. In the event Lessor
owns less than the entire and nndi,·i<lecl mineral estak
in and to the minerals leased hereull<ler, royalties aml
other payments provided for herein shall he paid to
Lessor only in the proportion \\'hich Lessor's intPrrst
hears to the entire mineral estate of the minerals snhjert to this lease.
12. INDE1fNIFICATION. Lessee agrees to saw
Lessor harmless from and to indemnify him agai11st any
and all lawful rlaims for damages arising from any injuries or damage to persons or property resulting from
Lessee's operation of the Leased Claims and from aml
against the claims of all workmen, merhanics and materialmen, and all other persons who ma)' arquire rights
in the Leased Claims by reason of la hor performed, sen-ices rendered, or materials, supplies or equipment incorporated in, on or under the Leased Claims at the
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diredio11 of Lc•ssee, its employees or agents, or used
connection with Lessee's operation8 thereon.

111

13. INSURANCE. Lessee shall at all times, during the term of this lease, insure at is sole cost and expe1rnr, to each and every workman employed in, about
or upon the work, the compensation and benefits pro\'i<led for in and by each and every statute, rule or regulatio11 applicable thereto with respect to Workmen's
Compensation, occupational disease or disability, and
Employrr's Liability; to pay and discharge or otherwise dispose of miy and all claims, liabilities, suits arnl
demands of evrry kind and nature whatsoever, for injury
to or <lea th of persons and loss of or damage to property
ransed by or in connection with the Lessee's operations
or actiYities on the Leased Claims; to procure and maintain, at the sole cost and expense or Lessee, direct and
('Ontradual bodily injury lia hili ty insurance and propt' rt~- damagr liability insurance in a reputable and financially reRponsible insurance company, properly safeguarding Lessor against direct and assumed liability for
injuries to or death of persons and loss of or damage
to property in amounts acceptable to Lessor, hut in no
e\"Pnt less than $150,000.00 for injury to or death of any
one person, $350,000.00 for injuries to or death of two
or more persons, and $50,000.00 for loss of or damage
to property in any one accident. Lessee shall also furnish
Lessor written certificates from insurance carriers or
from appropriate governmental agencies verif~-ing and
<'Rtahlishing that the insurance provided for in this paragraph has been obtained, is being properly maintained,
thP prPmiums therefor paid, and specifying the names
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of the insurers and the respecti,·e poliey numben; awl the
expiration dates thereof. All such policie::-; of i11surn11c<•
shall provide (unless by statute applicable thereto it is
otherwisr provided) that in the eYent of cancellation
thereof, written notice of such cancellation shall hr
give11 to Lessor at least fifteen (Vi) days prior to the
efecti,·e date of cancellation.
14. DEFAULT. If Lessee fails to make any payment herein required or fails to comply with any of its
other obligations and co,·enants contained herein, Ll'ssor
may notify Lessee, in writing, setting forth in detail tl1l'
coyenants and conditions of this ll'ase which Le::;see has
failed to perform. Lessee shall then have a perio<l of
thirty (30) da~-s after receipt of such notice within which
to perform or commence to perform the cove11ants or
conditions specified in said notice, and unlesR, within
such 30-day period, Lessee shall perform or commencr
to perform the covenants and conditions specifil'd in
said notice. this lease shall he terminated. If Lessee performs the covenants and eonditions spl'cifil'd in sai'l
notice within said 30-day period, or if Lessee commences
to perform said covenants and conditions "·ithin Raid
30-da~· pl'riod and thereafter completes the performancr
of said conmants and conditions with <'rasonahle diligence, this lease shall continue in full force and effoct.
Service of the notice refenwl to in this paragraph shall
be a condition precedent to the commencement of any
legal proceedings b~- Lessor under the lease for any
cause and no such proceedings shall he commenced until
tlw lapse of the aforementioned 30-day period.
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15. NOTICES. Any notice provided for herein
shall he sufficient if given in writing hy certified or
r<'gistrred mail with return receipt requested, or delin•rcd personally and a signed receipt therefor is
obtained. All notices shall he addressed to:
LESSOR: Fred V. Larson
Ethel B. Larson
14960 Alva Dri\'e
Pacific Palisades, California
LESSEE: The Oil Shale Corporation
45 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, New York
The parties may change the person to whom notices are
to be addressed by giving the other party written notice
of such change. Notices shall be deemed given when
personally delivered to the parties or, if mailed, when
sncli notice is placed in the United States mail properly
acldressed and hearing proper and sufficient postage.
16. OBLIGATION TO PRODUCE. No statement
eontained in this lease shall he construed by implication
or otlwrwise to obligate Lessee to mine or produce any
oil shale or other metal or metalliforons substances from
the Leased Claims during the term hereof or any extrnsions or renewals.
17. LESSEE'S OPERATION. Lessee agrees to
eomluct all of its operations on the Leased Claims in a
~·ood and workmanlike manner and in compliance with
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all applicable laws, rules, regulatious and onlen:: of any
state or federal authority hcn·i11g jnrisllidio11 of suC'h
operations.

18. OPTION TO PURCHASE. At any tim0 dming the term of this lease, or any extension or renewal
hereof, Lessee shall ha\·e the right and option to pmchase the Leased Claims. Tlir purchase price 11'ill 71<'
computrrl rm tlu' fornmla basis: The present worth of
the rrcorerable a11101111t of oil, at 5c JJrr barrel, rlisc01111fer/
orrr 20 years at a rate of 127r.

18.1 The Leased Claims pnrchasecl h)· LessPl' nrnlt>r
paragraphs 18 and 18.1 hen'of shall he com·0)·ed to
Lesse(', or its nominee, by warrnut)· cleecl in tlw form
customarily used in the State of Utah; providell, s11el1
deed shall be subject to the rights, titles, claimR and
interests specified 011 page 2 hereof, encumbrances, liens.
defects or reservations resulting from tlw acts or operations of Lessee, and such cle0ll sha 11 resern• and except
to Lessor, his successors and assigns, the same and like
minerals and rights as are resen·ecl and exeepte<l from
this lease on page 2 hereof.
19. CONSTRUCTION. ·when necessary for proper
construction, the masculine of any word used in thi~
agreement shall include the feminine and neuter genclrr,
and the singular, the plural and vice versa. The entire
agreement shall he construed in accordance with the
laws of the State of Utah.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto han•
exeruted these presents the day am] year first a hove
written.
Fred V. Larson
Ethel B. Larson

LESSOR

THE OIL SHALE CORPORATION

By

President

.\'I'TEST:
Serretary
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LESSEE

STATE OF CALIFORNIA}
SS.

COUNTL OF l\fESA

On the _____________ day of ------------------------------------------, 196 ___ _
personally appeared before me Fred V. Larson and
Ethel B. Larson, the signers of the a hoYe i1rntrument,
who clnly acknowledged to me that they executed the
same.
My Commission expires:

Notary Public
Residing at

STATE OF NEW YORK}ss.
COUNTY OF
On the ____________ day of --------------------------------------------, 196 __ _
personally appeared before me H. I. Koosbergen, who
being by me duly sworn did say that he is the President
of The Oil Shale Corporation, and that said instrument
waR Rignecl in behalf of said corporation by Resolution
of its Board of Directors, and said H. I. Koolsbergen
acknowledged to me that said corporation executed the
same.
l\Iy Commission expires:
Notary Public
Residing at
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EXHIBIT A
TO
MINING LEASE AND OPTION TO PURCHASE
PA TENT~JD CLAIMS
All of the patented shale mining claims owned by Fred
V. Larsoll and Ethel B. Larson and covering the follO"wing described lands in Uintah County, Utah:

TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 25 EAST, S.L.M.
Section 9:
Section 10:

El/2
Wl/2, NE%, NE%NW%SE%,
N%NE1/1SE%

and any and all other lands not specifically described
in Section 10, Township 10 South, Range 25 East, Salt
Lake 1foridian, Uintah County, Utah, and continuing
8:30 acres, more or less.
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